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Statement 
The following statement by Professor Ross Street explains the format of this thesis and 
the circumstances of its submission. 
Before his death, it was planned that Scott Johnson's thesis would consist of the 
solutions to three problems concerning Cauchy completion in category theory. The 
Cauchy completion of an enriched category was defined by F.W. Lawvere in a paper 
which developed enriched category theory on the paradigm of metric spaces. However, 
the concept is basic to Morita equivalence in the context of additive categories where it 
is also called the Karoubi envelope. 
The first of the three problems concerned a Morita-type theorem for monoidal 
categories. Johnson solved this problem by identifying the appropriate notion of 
Cauchy completion for monoidal enriched categories. He published the following paper 
which includes this result and some related matters: 
S.R. Johnson, "Monoidal Morita equivalence". Journal of Pure & Applied 
Algebra 59 (1989) 169-177. 
The second problem concerned the question of whether the Cauchy completion of 
a small enriched category was small. It had been conjectured that this was the case 
when the base for enrichment was a suitably algebraic category; a counterexample was 
known to the general question. Johnson solved this problem with a theorem that the 
Cauchy completion of any small enriched category is small provided the base monoidal 
category is locally finitely presented as a mere catego^. He also threw light on the 
nature of the counterexample. Johnson lectured on this work at the Isle of Thorns 
(Sussex, England); it was extremely well received. He is well remembered by the 
international community because of that talk. Just before his death he told me of the 
extension of this result to categories enriched over a bicategory: indeed, I found the 
details of this in his papers after his death. (This interest in bicategories came after his 
work on the third problem described below.) I also found a preprint of a paper on the 
result for a monoidal base prepared (equipped with covering letter) for submission to 
the Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra. I believe he had been holding off submission 
in order to seek my opinion as to whether to publish this or the more general result with 
a bicategory as base. It was my opinion that the generalisation was fairly routine for 
those who were interested, and that the essential idea was already present in the 
monoidal case which would have a wider audience. I decided to submit the preprint 
prepared by Johnson without change, and it was accepted without change. It appears as: 
S.R. Johnson, "Small Cauchy completions", Journal of Pure and Applied 
Algebra 62 (1989) 35-45. 
Now I come to Johnson's third problem. This came from work of Aurelio Carboni 
and myself. I had characterized those bicategories M which have enriched categories 
as objects and modules as arrows. Bicategories of Cauchy complete enriched categories 
and enriched functors between them were thus characterized as the subbicategories H 
of such M consisting of the arrows with right adjoints. Our problem was to 
characterize such H directly, without recourse to M. This is somewhat like having a 
characterization of the category of sets with relations as arrows, and seeking a 
characterization of the categoiy of sets with functions as arrows. So we sought axioms 
on a bicategory H such that it could be embedded in such an M as the subbicategory 
of arrows with right adjoints. Carboni and I had some axioms which were sufficient to 
construct M but not with all the desired properties. The difficulty had to do with 
colimits: coproducts and coequalizers. That was the state of the problem when I turned 
it over to Johnson. 
In the second half of 1988, Johnson discovered a remarkable new axiom. He 
spoke of this in the Sydney Category Seminar, thus establishing his priority on the idea. 
At first he was claiming that this axiom solved the difficulty with coproducts. Then, on 
the day before his death, he told me over the telephone that he could see how to deal 
with coequalizers. I told him this was good news. 
After Scott Johnson's death, I worked (with the aid of his handwritten notes) on 
trying to reproduce his work. I soon succeeded, using his axiom, with the details needed 
for coproducts. I typed up the work to this point and showed it to various people. Each 
time I went back to the problem I made some progress, but could not finish it off. 
In the August 1992, Dr Dominic Verity (Research Fellow, Macquarie University) 
solved the problem concerning coequalizers. This vindicated Johnson's claim. Verity 
made some other improvements, and prepared the preprint: 
Aurelio Carboni, Scott Johnson, Ross Street and Dominic Verity, 
"Modulated bicategories". 
Ross Street 
School of Mathematics, Physics, Computing and Electronics, 
Macquarie University 
Originality 
The papers 
S.R. Johnson, Monoidal Morita equivalence, Journal of Pure & Applied 
Algebra 59 (1989) 169-177. 
S.R. Johnson, Small Cauchv completions. Journal of Pure & Applied 
Algebra 62 (1989) 35-45. 
are totally Scott Johnson's original work. 
In the paper 
Aure l io Carboni , Scott Johnson, Ross Street and Domin ic Veri ty , 
"Modulated bicategories" 
Scott Johnson's fundamental axiom occurs as 5.2 (vi) on page 24. The application of 
this axiom is in the proof of Theorem 5.18 (middle of page 33). The main results 5.20, 
5.21, 5.22 of that imponant Section 5 all depend on Theorem 5.18. 
The other aspect of the axiom is that it should be true in the examples. It is, of course, 
by studying the examples, that Johnson discovered possible axioms. The verificadon 
that the examples satisfv his axiom is at the end of the proof of Theorem 6.18 on page 
49. 
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Mor i ta equivalence has been studied for categories enriched over a monoida l category. For such 
enriched categories themselves with a monoida l s t ructure , we def ine a monoidal Cauchy comple-
t ion, and derive many of the Mori ta theorems in this context . Cond i t ions under which the 
monoida l Cauchy comple t ion is closed are also discussed. 
1. In troduct ion 
After the work of Morita [13], concerned with the equivalence of the categories 
/?-Mod and S-Mod for rings R and S, many have studied Morita theory in the con-
text of categories enriched over a monoidal category T' or even over a bicategory. 
See, for example [5,6,10,11,15,16]. 
A summary of results known prior to 1981 can be found in [3]. In particular, 
Lawvere [10] defined the Cauchy completion of a '^''-category generalising 
the Cauchy completion of a metric space (the case and the idempotent-
splitting completion of an ordinary category (T =Set). Lindner [11] then showed 
that T -categories .e/ and are Morita equivalent ] - precisely when 
their Cauchy completions are equivalent. 
If we consider T-categories with a monoidal structure, the questions arise whether 
there is a corresponding monoidal Cauchy completion, and whether standard 
Morita theorems are valid in the monoidal setting. Im and Kelly [7] have studied 
the free monoidal cocompletion of a small monoidal t^-category and much 
of their work extends easily to free monoidal -"^-cocompletions where ^ i s any set 
of weights for colimits. This, together with the observation of Street [14] that the 
Cauchy completion is just the free cocompletion under absolute colimits, gives us 
a monoidal structure on the Cauchy completion of any small monoidal 
From the principle that a monoidal functor is a monoidal equivalence if and only 
if it is strong (that is, preserves the monoidal structure to within isomorphism) and 
has an underlying functor which is an equivalence, it will follow that there is a 
monoidal equivalence for any monoidal It can then be shown that 
much of Morita theory carries over to the monoidal case. 
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In [4], Day showed thai the monoidal i^A^ is biclosed for an> small monoidal .t/. 
It is far f rom being true that is always biclosed (in fact this implies that the ten-
sor product of ^ preserves colimits in both variables), but if ^^ is near closed, in 
a sense to be made precise, the internal hom of will restrict to making i^ct/ 
closed. 
2. Preliminaries 
All of the results here apply to categories enriched over a complete and co-
complete symmetric monoidal closed category with unit / and tensor product ® . 
A 7- functor will be called a functor if it is understood that the domain and codo-
main are Y^categories. Similarly a T'^natural t ransformat ion between 7- functors will 
be called simply a natural t ransformat ion . For T-categories and will 
denote the T-functor category and will denote its underlying ordinary 
category of functors f rom ^i/ to ^ and natural t ransformat ions between them. If ^ 
is not small, may only exist as a V category for some extension V of V as 
in [9, Section 3.11]. We use \ to denote the y/-category of accessible Junc-
tors: those that are left Kan extensions of some T 'wi th X s m a l l (see [11], where 
such functors are called small', the term accessible is that used in [9] and [1]; of 
course every functor accessible when is small.) 
If is any set of accessible 1^-functors which have codomain % ^-colimits are 
colimits weighted (or indexed) by elements of and an ,^-cocomplete l^-^-category 
is a T'-category admitting ^-col imits . If and ^ are ^-cocomplete , then a func-
tor f rom ^i/to iiS is called if-cocontinuous if its preserves all ^-col imits , and a func-
tor is called separately S^-cocontinuous if F{A,-) •. ^ a n d 
are d^-concontinuous for all A e ^ and B e ^ . We write 
C o c [ ^ ^ ] for the full subcategory of determined by the ^ -cocont inuous 
functors , and for its underlying ordinary category. Similarly SS^-
will denote the full subcategory of determined by the 
separately ^ -cocon t inuous functors and S ^ - C o c { ^ ® ^ , ' i g ) will denote its under-
lying ordinary category. All of this notation follows that of Kelly [9]. 
For a ^/-category let denote the closure in of under ^-col imits 
and let y = denote the Yoneda embedding seen as landing in 
Thus, letting be the set of all accessible weights, we get by [9, Section 5.7] that 
r ] , the free cocompletion o i Kelly there gives a construction of 
by transfinite induction and shows that is the free ^-cocomplet ion of 
in the sense that for any ^-cocomple te Si, composition with y is an equivalence 
with inverse Lan , ( = left Kan extension along y). Further-
more , by [9, Theorem 5.56] (see also [2, Section 2]) we have: 
Proposition 2.1. If SB is ^-cocomplete and i f F : then F has a right adjoint 
i f f F is i^-cocontinuous and • y^-, B) e for all Be9}. 
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An accessible functor is called an absolute weight if all coliniits 
weighted by F a r e absolute (i.e. preserved by any functor) . Let ^ be the set of all 
absolute weights. For small Street shows in [14] that just the Cauchy com-
pletion of (defined in [9, Section 5.5] as the full subcategory of determined 
by the small projectives). In this case, since every functor preserves all absolute co-
limits, = and = for any Cauchy-
complete r . 
We let ,.r/=(,r/, o, A') denote a monoidal 7-category where o : , r / ( x ) i s the 
tensor product of . r / a n d where K is the unit. As in [7], 0 = {0,0,0'^): 
denotes a monoidal functor where is a T-functor , 0 : 0Ao'0B-^ 
0(AoB) is a natural t ransformat ion and an arrow in . j / ' s a t i s fy ing 
the usual coherence conditions. Recall that 0 is strong if 0 and are isomor-
phisms. Also recall that a monoidal natural t ransformat ion is just a natural trans-
format ion subject to two coherence conditions. We denote the resulting 2-category 
of (strong) monoidal categories by [Str]Mon. We will sometimes combine these 
prefixes with the prefix yl-Coe so that , for instance, StrMon.^^-Coc{.^/,'if^) will denote 
the (ordinary) category of strong monoidal ^ -cocont inuous functors f rom , V t o 
and monoidal natural t ransformat ions between them. The results here will be 
proved for monoidal '/-categories, but the corresponding results will also hold for 
symmetric monoidal ones, with essentially unchanged proofs . 
We recall [7, Proposit ion 2.2] due to Kelly in [8]: 
Proposition 2.2. Let 0 = (0,0,0^) be a monoidal functor. In order that (P be a left 
adjoint in Mon, it is necessary and sufficient that 0 be a left adjoint in I'-Cat and 
that 0 be strong. In fact, if 0-: (// is an adjunction in V-Cat and 0 is strong, 
there is a unique enrichment of x^j to a monoidal ^ {not in general strong) that 
renders t] and e monoidal-, so that f],E:<P- *P in Mon. Hence the monoidal 0 is an 
equivalence in Mon if and only if (t> is strong and 0 is an equivalence in T-Cat. The 
same results hold in the symmetric monoidal case. 
3. The free monoidal -rJ^-cocompletion 
Suppose that ,^/and es are 7-categories and that ^ '^'is an ^-cocomple te 7'^-category 
for some set of weights. Letting R : be the 
functor derived by composition with y<S)y we have a gener-
alisation of [7, Proposit ion 3.1]: 
Proposition 3.1. The functor R is an equivalence 
Proof. The inverse of R is the underlying functor of L : 
which takes a functor T: 
its left Kan extension along ^ (x)^ . • 
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Now let o, A') be monoidal . From [4] there is a monoidal structure on 
with unit J = and tensor product * defined by the convolution formula 
{f*g)A= fB®gC®.^{A,BoC) 
= c o l i m ( / - , colim{g?, .s/{A, - o ?))) 
for ^ E . t / diwA f^gePA^J. Although this result is only stated for small ,</in [4], it is 
clearly valid even when .s/ is not small (though the monoidal not be closed 
in that case). From [1], we know that ^ .^ / i s closed in under /-weighted colimits 
whenever / - . j i ' ^ ^ ^ l xs an object of Thus, * restricts to a tensor product of 
which we will denote by * : The unit J = is in ^^^as 
this always contains the representables. The associativity and unit isomorphisms of 
and the strong monoidal enrichment of the Yoneda embedding 
f rom [7] all restrict to Thus we have the following generalisation of Day's result 
[4], as re-formulated in part of [7, Proposit ion 4.1]: 
Proposition 3.2. / / i s {symmetric) monoidal, then ^^f/ has a (sym-
metric) monoidal structure J ) and there is a strong monoidal inclusion 
Of course, we do not in general have (as in the case when and small) 
that d^Vis biclosed even if For instance, the countable colimit closure of the 
ordinary Cartesian closed category 1 is not Cartesian closed. 
A monoidal is called monoidally ^-cocomplete if ^ i s ^ -cocomple te 
and : g'is separately ^ -cocont inuous . The proof of [7, Theorem 5.1] now 
generalises (using Proposit ion 2.1 above) easily to give 
Theorem 3.3. For a monoidal ^ and a monoidally ^-cocomplete the functor 
R : Mon^-Coc(iF^, '&) Mon{o^, f ' ) given by composition with y is an equivalence 
of categories which restricts to an equivalence StrMon9^-Coc{9^^, '€) - StrMon{^x/, ^ f ) . 
Moreover, the monoidal F: has a right adjoint in Mon i f f Fe StrMon^-
and ^{Foy^-,C) e for all CeW. The corresponding results are 
true in the symmetric monoidal case. 
4. Monoidal Morita equivalence 
Of special interest is the case where is the Cauchy completion of 
We shall use q - q , j \ ^ to denote the Yoneda embedding in this case. A 
monoidal T-'-category ^ i s called monoidally Cauchy complete if it is monoidally 
cocomplete. Since any tensor product is separately i?-cocontinuous, f is monoidally 
Cauchy complete iff it is monoidal and Cauchy complete as a T'-category. The 
results of the previous section give: 
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Corollary 4.1. For any monoidal Day's monoidal structure on ."r/lf/ restricts to 
so that there is a strong monoidal enrichment q : of the functor q. If 
f is any monoidally Cauchy complete 1 -category, the functor R : Moni^.r/,^^) 
Mon{,^J,'(r<) given by composition with q is an equivalence of categories which 
restricts to an equivalence We call the 
monoidal Cauchy completion of ,r/. 
By [1, Section 3] or Section 2 above, the cocontinuous functor L^, unique to 
within isomorphism, for which we have 
y.r/ 
is in fact the left Kan extension along y , j of y j . , / - q . Indeed, by [1, Section 3] 
L^F= Lan^opF. Because \s small, L^ has by [9, Theorem 4.51] a right adjoint 
which is easily seen to be ^ q given by composition with From Lindner 's result 
[11, Proposi t ion 3.4] or [9, Theorem 5.27] we know that this adjunct ion is 
an adjoint equivalence. If is monoidal this equivalence enriches to a monoidal 
equivalence. 
Proposition 4.2. Let .yi he small monoidal and let i^W, and have the 
monoidal structures derived as above from that of Then there are monoidal 
enrichments L^ : and ffiq : SPQ^^^BP.^ of Lq and respectively, such 
that is an adjoint equivalence S P ^ ^ i ~ i n Mon. 
Proof. Since and q are strong monoidal , so is their composite q. Thus by 
Theorem 3.3 there is a unique (up to isomorphism) strong monoidal cocontinuous 
functor Lq : such that 
x^/ 
where the isomorphism is monoidal . Clearly L^ is a monoidal enrichment of (some 
choice for) L^. 
By Proposi t ion 2.2 there is a unique monoidal enrichment SPq of S'q giving a 
monoidal ad jo in t equivalence Lq-\SPq. • 
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We know from Lindner's [11, Proposition 3.9] that the opposite of any Cauchy 
complete t'^category is Cauchy complete and that if .i^^is small the left Kan extension 
of : "I')"'"' along <7,^  gives an equivalence of ^'-categories : 
Thus, since q preserves limits, it also preserves colimits, unlike most of 
the embeddings Again, this equivalence - ^{.v/"^f^ enriches to a 
monoidal equivalence if CJ / i s monoidal. 
Proposition 4.3. If ^^ is small monoidal and is given the monoidal structure 
derived from that of then monoidally. 
Proof. Since is a strong monoidal functor, there is a strong monoidal 
: obtained by taking the inverse of the isomorphism 
o B). Since is Cauchy complete, it is monoidally 
Cauchy complete. Hence by Corollary 4.1 there is a unique (up to isomorphism) 
strong monoidal functor such that 
By the Cauchy completion property is an enrichment of (some choice for) 
which is an equivalence. Hence by Proposition 2.2, which is an equi-
valence. Hence by Proposition 2.2, is a monoidal equivalence. • 
The last two propositions give us the following, which was proved in the non-
monoidal context in [11, Corollary 3.7]. 
Theorem 4.4. If and m are small monoidal Y-categories, then the following are 
equivalent {where all equivalences shown are monoidal). 
(i) 
(ii) S ' ^ ^ S ' m . 
(iii) - w , V] - {m, r ] = 
(iv) 
Proof. (i)=>(ii). (by Proposition 4.2) ^SPgim (since 
MON is a 2-functor) 
( i i ) ^ ( i ) . The equivalence of underlying ^'-categories restrict to an 
equivalence which clearly enriches to a monoidal equivalence. 
(iii) (iv). The dual of the above. 
(i) o (iv). Follows immediately f rom Proposition 4.3. • 
Of course the corresponding resuhs for the symmetric monoidal case hold. 
We end this section with the observation that the one-object case of monoidal 
Morita equivalence is (unlike the non-monoidal case) trivial. 
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ProposHion 4.5. If and are one-object monoidal 1 -categories, then there is a 
monoidal equivalence i f f there is a monoidal isomorphism 
Proof. Let * denote the one object of or Then if there is a monoidal 
equivalence 0 : we have by Yoneda that = *), 
• = = = = where these isomor-
phisms are all monoidal . • 
Thus , for example, if 7? is a commutative ring v^'ith unit, ring multiplication is a 
monoidal tensor product on R giving rise (via the above convolution formula 
f rom [4]) to (x)/^ , on /^-Mod. In this case any monoidal (or even unit-preserving) 
equivalence /J-Mod = 5 -Mod must come f rom an isomorphism R = S. (This fact was 
pointed out to me by Dr. Martin Ward . ) 
5. Closed monoidal Cauchy completions 
\f ,y/\s a small closed monoidal T-category, we can use the equivalence = 
and the equivalence (x) i?.^/] ^ ® (from Proposi-
tion 3.1) to see that closed. More generally, however, may be closed even 
when is only near closed in a sense we will make precise. 
Definition. A T-functor C : -j/ is a near right adjoint to F : /4 - > i f there are 
natural t ransformat ions / / : 1 GF and £ : FG 1 such that 
1 
F 
FGF 
or equivalently if ^(F-,B) is a retract of in naturally in B. 
If F : we let i2F denote the unique functor such that 
q.^j 
F ^F 
m » 
F rom the case of Proposit ion 2.1, ^ F h a s a right adjoint iff m { F - , B ) e 2 ^ 
for all Be As always contains the retracts of the representables (and consists 
solely of them when 7 ' = Set) we get: 
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Proposition 5.1. For any ^^ we have the following chain of implications'. 
(i) F : .j/-^ has a near right adjoint. 
=> (ii) gim has a right adjoint. 
=> (iii) QF preserves any colimits which exist in 
(iv) F preserves any colimits which exist in 
IfT-Set, then we also have (ii) => (i), though none of the implications can be reserved 
in general. 
Proof. For (iii) => (iv) note that <3;^  preserves colimits and q.^ jj is fully fai thful . The 
rest follows f rom the above remarks. Alternatively, see Fare 's result [12, Exercise 
4 of Section IV. 1] • 
Definition. If ^ is monoidal, we say that j?/ is near closed if each ~oA : 
has a near right adjoint . 
For any small monoidal the tensor * of ^ ^ derived f rom that of ^ is always 
separately cocontinuous and therefore ^ ^ j / i s biclosed. Let [/%-] denote the right 
adjoint in ^ ^ to - *F for 
Corollary 5.2. If ^ is small monoidal, then we have the following chain of im-
plications: 
(i) ^ is near closed. 
=> (ii) is closed {with the restriction of [-, - ] as the internal hom functor). 
=> (iii) For all A e ^ , - oA \ preserves any colimits which exist in 
If r= Set, then (ii) => (i). 
Proof. (i)=>(ii). As ^^is near closed each : has 
a right adjoint by Proposition 5.1. Let [ [ - , - 1 
be the unique functor (from Proposition 3.1) such that 
1 
(X) S l ^ > 0 
To check that |I/% - J : SL^^ SLSI is a right adjoint to ^ S I . J 4 we need 
to check the isomorphism [IF, / / | ) , but by Proposition 3.1 
we need only check this for representable F and G for which we know it is true. 
Finally, to see that 1 I - , - I agrees with [ - , - ] on note that for A e . ^ , 
BF, GJA IF, = [F, G])= [F, G]A 
naturally in A. 
(ii) => (iii). Follows immediately f rom Proposition 5.1 as does (ii) => (i) in the case 
r = S e t . • 
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In th i s w o r k ii is s h o w n t h a t if t h e u n d e r l y i n g c a t e g o r y o f a s y m m e t r i c c losed m o n o i d a l 
c a t e g o r y 1 is local ly p r e s e n t a b l e , t h e n t he C a u c h y c o m p l e t i o n o f a n y sma l l r - c a t e g o r y is s m a l l . 
Introduclion 
It has been observed (e.g. by Kelly in [6]) that for many common monoidal 
categories 1 such as y = S c l , Ca(, fR"^ , or AbGp, the Cauchy completion of a small 
T-category is always small. Al though Kelly gives a counterexample in [6] to show 
that this is not t rue for every closed, complete and cocomplete T, it has been conjec-
tured to be true for those t such that is locally presentable. In some informal 
notes Kelly [5] proves this conjecture under the addit ional assumption that the unit 
/ of 1 is projective for strong epis. Here we d rop this assumption and prove that 
the Cauchy complet ion of a small 7-ca tegory is always small when the underlying 
category of T is locally presentable. 
0. Notation 
We use y (or to denote a complete, cocomplete, symmetric monoidal closed 
category. If is a small T-category, then will denote the y - f u n c t o r category 
1 ] which, by [6, Theorem 4.51], is the free cocomplet ion of .<-/ under small 
colimits. We let denote the Yoneda embedding. If F and G are 
elements of then G ' will abbreviate The identity of F is 
denoted by Jf F^. We let Kq denote the canonical morphism: colim(G, Y^ ) -^ 
colim(G, yY = G' . If the underlying category of our base monoidal category is a 
* T h i s r e s e a r c h w a s s u p p o r t e d by an A u s t r a l i a n N a t i o n a l U n i v e r s i t y P o s t g r a d u a t e S c h o l a r s h i p . 
^ O n 8 I ^ e c e m b e r 1988, s h o r t l y a f t e r s u b m i t t i n g th i s a r t i c l e , a n d o n t h e v e r g e of t h e s u c c e s s f u l c o m p l e -
t i o n of his d o c t o r a l t he s i s , S c o t t J o h n s o n m e t a n u n t i m e l y d e a t h a t t h e a g e of 28 . T h e p a r t s of h is thes i s 
n o t c o n t a i n e d in t h e p r e s e n t p a p e r o r r e f e r e n c e [4] a r e b e i n g p r e p a r e d f o r p u b l i c a t i o n b y R o s s S t r e e t . 
0 ( ) 2 2 - 4 0 4 9 / 8 9 / $ 3 . 5 0 © 1989, E l sev ie r S c i e n c e P u b l i s h e r s B . V . ( N o r t h - H o l l a n d ) 
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category of presheaves, then we shall denote the base monoidal category by SP. 
Throughout , and SB will denote small enriched categories. 
1. Preliminaries 
The equivalence of two t -categories ^ and SB in the bicategory l^-Mod (of 
modules between T-categories as in [9]) is weaker than the equivalence of ^ and 
SB in T'-Cat. This observation has led to the definition of the Cauchy completion 
of ^ such that ^ - SB m t^-Mod if and only if in l^^-Cat. Lawvere 
[7] indicated a definition (made explicit in a more general context in [9]) of as 
the 1^-category of modules ^ ^ which possess a right adjoint in y-MoA. Alter-
natively, is equivalent to the full subcategory of = consisting of 
the small projectives: those F such that ^^{F, - ) = : ^ ^ T preserves small 
colimits (see [6, Section 5.5] or [8]). 
The following example f rom Kelly [6, Section 5.5] shows that ^ ^ need not be 
small when ^ is. Let CLq be the category of complete lattices with sup-preserving 
functions and let (x): C L q x C L q C L q be such that the sup-preserving functions 
A®B-*C are the functions AxB^C which are sup-preserving in each variable 
separately. This gives a monoidal category CL with the ordered set {0,1} as unit. 
Claim. The Cauchy completion of a small CL-category ^ is the full subcategory 
of CL] consisting of those functors which are retracts of arbitrary (small) 
products {= coproducts) of representables. In particular, is not small unless ^ 
is equivalent to the one-object CL-category with = 
Proof. Clearly, the coproduct of [Aj-. iel) in % is the same as the product Wj^jA, 
with coprojection defined by 
A AI A j, 
iel 
(a \ f j = i, 
a \ 
[0 otherwise. 
Consequently, we will denote this coproduct by For any family 
{a,: ie/} of objects of any F-.M^'^-'Y, and any with I and 
small: 
© a,), colim(7^, G ) ) = @ colim(F, Ga,) = col imfF, @ Ga, 
\iel / iel \ iel 
= co\\m(^F, G^ 
Thus arbitrary products of representables, and hence their retracts (by [8, Corollary 
3.6]) are small projective and so are in the Cauchy completion of o?/. 
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Conversely, if F is small projective, the canonical morphism 
K, : colim{F, ) f ' 
must be an isomorphism. In particular, AT/.-takes some element of its domain to 1/^  . 
Since colim(F, Y' ) is a quotient of 
ae.'^ ae,'/ 
and since each ^ (x) 5 is itself a quotient of the complete lattice of all subsets o f A x B , 
there is a set / , and an /-indexed collection of pairs of morphisms {<X/, i e l } 
with X;: F-^ and yj: F such that = 
Thus F is a retract of • 
In the above proof, all that was needed for F t o be small projective was that Kf. 
map something onto the identity of F. A generalization of this idea to arbitrary T 
is given by Gouzou and Grunig [2, Theorem 1.1], 
Proposition 1 (Gouzou and Grunig). For any 1'\ i f F \ T then F is small pro-
jective i f and only i f there is a morphism cp : colim(F, Y'^) such that 
I ^ colim(F, Y'' ) 
\ 
F ' . 
Proof. If F i s small projective, we may take (p to be o j^ . So suppose (p satisfies 
(*). To show that F is small projective, we need only show that {-Y preserves co-
limits of the form colim(G, Y) for G : Y since, for G : J^ T and / / : 
c o h m ( G , / / ) - c o l i m ( c o l i m ( G , / / ) , y ) = co l im(C,col im( / / , r ) ) . If 
then the composite 
r- = r- IT C can. r-
G ^ — ^ G ^ ( x ) / - ^ G ^ ® c o l i m ( / % r ^ ) >cohm(G, Y^), 
is readily seen, using (*), to be the inverse of the canonical Kq : colim(G, ^ G^. 
• 
2. The presheaf case 
Throughout this section, we assume that the underlying category of our base 
monoidal category is the category of presheaves for some small category C 
(where S is the category of sets). We denote our base category by ^ = ( 5 ^ ° ' , ® , / ) . 
If A' is a set, let ||A'|| denote its cardinality. If h is an Obj(C)-graded set, let |/7| = 
| |/7(c)| and if h is the underlying object function of a functor let 
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| | / / | = |/2||. U is a small ,5^-category and i f / i s an Obj(C) x Obj(.^)-graded set, let 
l/ll = \\M\ and i f / i s the underlying object function of a functor >F: 
let ||/^|| = ||/ | |. Finally, let ||C|j denote the cardinality of the set of arrows of C. 
We now fix a small ^-category ^ and choose a cardinal K such that 
(1) |C||</c. 
(2) ||/| |</c. 
(3) | |C(-,c)®C(-,g') | |<ac for all 
(4) \\^{a,b)\<K for all a,be^ and | |Obj(.^)| |</c. 
Since (x): SPx SP-* is separately cocontinuous, we have, for F, G e 
F®G = FCXGG'X(C(-,C)(X)C(-,Q')) 
( O O p , 
which together with (1) and (3) (and the construction of coends in ) gives: 
(5) If with \\F\\<k and iG||</c, then | F ( x ) G | < k . 
Lemma 2. Suppose SP is a functor and f is a sub Obj(C) x )-graded 
set of F with ||/||<k'. Then there is a subfunctor [/] of F, containing f , such that 
i imii^ '^-
Proof. Let c/: be the ordinary functor taking an ff'-
functor Sf lo its underlying Obj(C) x Obj(d/)-graded set. Then f7is a (not 
necessarily fully faithful) inclusion with left adjoint £ ; sObjcoxObjc.^/) 
given by 
L f = I I ^ ( - , a ) ( x ) C ( - , c ) x / a c . 
c e C 
If / and F are as in the statement of the lemma, let J:Lf-^ F correspond under the 
adjunction L H t/ to UF and let L f - ^ [ / ] ^ F be the epi-mono factorization 
(calculated pointwise) of J . The natural transformation L f - ^ [ / ] corresponds by 
adjunction to the inclusion f>^U[f]. Since \\f\\<K, (4) and (5) give 
|(L/) | i<K. • 
Lemma 3. Suppose is a functor, with i<^||<K, and suppose 
r:<^-^colim(F, yO- Then 
G' y 
c o l i m ( F , r O 
Kf 
F F 
for some natural transformation u and some inclusion i:G>-^F with ||G||:<k-. 
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Proof . By [6, (3.70)], 
colim(F, y ' ) = 
ue.'J f/eU. 
T h u s there exist f unc t i ons c e C } such that fo r all c e C , 
11 Fadx{C{-,d)®.y/{-,af)c 
ae.'/ 
dec 
'' / \ T,. 
(e,)c 
coHm 
where e,. h the canonical na tura l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n . Let f = {nc(x)) ^ F x e ^ c f o r 
some c e C } and let G = [ / ] : " " B y L e m m a 2 and the assumpt ion iK||</c, we 
have i : G > ^ F and |G|!<Ar. For all c g C , 
> colim(F, Y' )C 
tc 
o e.'v' 
deC 
(fo). 
colim(/, 1),. 
col im(G, 
N o w let LI,, be the compos i te ^c 
c e C , 
c^ c ^—> colim(F, Y ^ ) c 
G ^ c . Then for all 
Vc 
G' c > F'c. 
Since each // is a m o n o m o r p h i s m , the natura l i ty of v fol lows f r o m the na tura l i ty 
of K,. T. • 
In par t icu lar , suppose is small projec t ive . T h e n by Propos i t ion 1 
and L e m m a 3 (with = there is a u and an / : G > ^ F w i t h iG | |< /c such that 
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This immediately gives a factorization 
F 
whence F=G. That is, for any small projective F, | F | < / c . Since ^ is small, there 
is only a small number of non-isomorphic such F and we have 
Theorem 4. If ^^ is a small ^-category, then the Cauchy completion of ^ is 
small. • 
3. The locally-presentable case 
We will now generahze Theorem 4 f rom to those Y ^ i T o , ® , I , [ ' , - ] ) such 
that YQ is locally presentable. For ease of exposition we consider only the case 
where YQ is locally finitely presentable, the generalization to locally presentable 
being entirely s t raightforward. From Gabriel and Ulmer [1] there is, for such a Y, 
a small finitely-cocomplete category C such that r o - L e x ( 5 ^ " ) = the full sub-
category of consisting of the left-exact (or finitely continuous) functors . We 
will therefore identify YQ with Lex(5'^°'') for the rest of this section. 
We let Y.C-^ YQ be the Yoneda embedding seen as landing in YQ and we let 
7 : C ^ denote the usual Yoneda embedding. From [6, Section 5.10], F : C""-> S 
is left exact if and only if it is a filtered colimit of representables. Thus, YQ is the 
free filtered-colimit completion of C. From [1], the inclusion / : ^ has a 
reflection O •. S^"^YQ. 
Theorem 5. Let Y, i and o be as above. Then 
(i) There is a unique {up to isomorphism) symmetric closed monoidal structure 
0,1, [-,-])) on such that i: has a strong monoidal enrich-
ment i: Y^ SP. 
(ii) The inclusion i preserves the internal homs of Y so that we may view any 
Y-category {respectively Y-functor, respectively Y-natural transformation) as an 
Sf-category {respectively ff'-functor, respectively ^-natural transformation). Since i 
preserves limits, limits and colimits in a Y-category are the same as for the cor-
responding Sf'-category. 
(iii) There is a strong monoidal enrichment (a, CT^, CT) : SP-^ Yof o. This makes Y 
a strong monoidal reflective subcategory of 
(iv) There is an isomorphism [OX, V]^[X, V] natural in and VE YQ. 
(v) The ordinary functor O : YQ is the underlying functor of an ^-functor 
o-.&'^Y. 
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Proof, (i) Since (x): is separately cocontinuous and since / : Tq-^ 
preserves filtered colimits, the composite /(x) preserves filtered coliniits separately 
in both variables. We let S^"', denote the full subcategory of 
''X S""""] consisting of the separately cocontinuous functors and we let 
5-FilCoc[ToX denote the full subcategory of consisting of 
the functors which preserve filtered colimits separately in both variables. By a result 
of Im and Kelly [3], and its generalization in [4] to arbitrary classes of weights for 
colimits we get: 
(a) [C X C, 5-Coc[5C" x 
(b) [C X C, = 5-FilCoc[ro x r^, S^"']. 
These equivalences are given, f rom left to right by left Kan extension along Yx Y 
(in (a)) and yxy (in (b)) and f rom right to left by restriction along F x Y (in (a)) 
and yxy (in (b)). Thus, if we first restrict /(x) e S-FilCocfl-O x T'Q, along 
y x y - C x C ^ y ^ o X y ^ Q and then take its left Kan extension along y x y : C x C ^ 
we get a separately cocontinuous tensor product on S'^"" (which we will 
also denote by (x)). This tensor product is, by [6, Theorem 4.47], the left Kan exten-
sion of /(X) along ixi and restricts (to within isomorphism) to the tensor product 
of r : 
) = Lan, x / /( 
To ^ > 
The equivalences (a) and (b), together with their one- and three-dimensional 
analogues allow us to induce the symmetry, unity and associativity isomorphisms 
of J" to Verification that these isomorphisms satisfy the coherence axioms 
for a monoidal category is an easy exercise which gives a monoidal structure 
,9^= 0 , / ) on This structure is unique such that (x) is separately cocon-
tinuous and such that / preserves (x) and I. Since the tensor product of is separate-
ly cocontinuous, ^ is closed. 
(ii) Let { - , - } denote the internal-hom functor of For U,V,WeV, 
W,{V,V}) = W® U,V)= t o i U , V) = M [ y , V]) = w, [U, V]). 
Since Tq is dense in [(7, F ] = {(/, K}, i.e. the strong monoidal inclusion 
i : Tq-* S'^"'' preserves internal homs. Hencefor th , we will let [ - , - ] denote the 
internal-hom functor in ^ as well as in V. 
(iv) For U, Ve T and A^e = [t/, = V]) = 
[oX, V]). Again, since is dense in [X, V] = [(jX, V]. 
(iii) For X,Ye^ and VeT, [g{X® Y), V]^[X0 Y, V] = [X, [Y, V]] = [aX, 
{oY,V]]^[oX® aY,V], which gives a natural isomorphism dx^y'-oX<S)oY = 
o{X® Y). The counit of the adjunction crH/ gives an isomorphism al=l and 
(a, CT®, g): y^^ \s a strong monoidal enrichment of o. 
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(v) It is easy to check that o is the underlying func to r of an ^ - f u n c t o r o : i / ' -^ T 
with 
Y] ^^^^ > [aX, uY] 
where t]: l^-.-' - ^ / a is the unit of the ad junc t ion cr- l / . • 
Of course, Hmits in t p are calculated as in and any colimit in Yq is given 
by taking the reflection of the cor responding colimit in We reserve the usual 
no ta t ion for colimits, (including coproduc ts and coends) for the colimits as calculated 
/f-op 
in 5 . W e will write (7(colim(/% G)) to denote the F-weighted colimit of G as 
calculated in F rom now on we will ident i fy c tF with V for Ve Tq since these are 
natural ly i somorphic . 
Lett ing Fin C denote the finite-colimit closure of C in S'^"'', we have, by [6, P ro-
posi t ion 5.41] that is the f ree fil tered-colimit complet ion of Fin C. Since 
i-.Tq-^S^^ preserves filtered colimits, 
its restriction to Fin C. 
is the left Kan extension of 
F i n C r 
Thus CT(G) = f S i n c e preserves finite colimits, 
<T(0 = C(-,colim(<^, Ic)) for ( ^ s F i n C . 
Theorem (>. If Yq is locally {finitely) presentable and if ^^ is a small Y-category, 
then the Cauchy completion of ^ is also small. 
Proof . Let ^ be a small ^/-category and let k be as in Section 2. U F,G: 
a ' ' will denote G) = ^ ^ ^ [Fa, Ga] 6 ^ which is i somorphic to 
if F and G land in y since limits and internal homs in T are 
preserved by the inclusion / : Note that any ,^ - functor F : T/ is a 
7 - f u n c t o r . 
By Propos i t ion 1, if T is small project ive, then there is a morph i sm (p 
in T such that 
(7(col im(F,y^) ) = 
jf o(K,) 
•^eFinC 
F' 
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For each c e C \vc can assign to each h e i c a triple (^/,eFin C, §,,(//)ea(<^/,)c and 
Tj,: cohm(F, Y' ) (representing the value such that there is a commutat ive 
diagram o{ functions (note that g may not be a natural t r ans fo rmat ion) 
Ic 
I I ^ a (col im(F, y ' ))c. 
h 6 Ic 
Clearly ||(^||<ac for all <^eFinC. By Lemma 3 there is, for each c e C and h e I c , 
a func to r G/,: y with ||Gy,| </c , an inclusion i,, : G f , > ^ F and a morphism v,, 
such that 
Ti, 
Vl, 
c o l i m ( F , y ' ) 
K , 
' F ' . 
Hence, for each c e C 
Ic 
S c / 
(o(T,X)h ^ 
n o a , ) c > (7(colim(F, 
h 6 Ic 
U o(v,X h e Ic 
11 o{Gl^)c 
h s Ic 
a{Kf.), 
ff-c. 
Since 1 and C are bounded by k there is a subfunc tor GQ ; of F with 
| |Gq|</c which contains each G / , for h e I c , c e C . We have inclusions 
Gi, y 
'h 
F 
Go 
for h e I c , c e C . Since o is an ^ - f u n c t o r , the composite a o Gq : t / is an 
y - f u n c t o r between two t^-categories and is therefore a T'-functor. In the ordinary 
category let a o G o — ^ G F be a strong epi-mono factor izat ion of 
o-o/q : ctoGq-^F. This exists since - .Tq -^ % preserves strong epi-
morph isms . Then 
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^iGj;) 
(aoGo) 
Now let jj^ be the composite 
Ic 11 
heic 
11 oivi,)c 
heic 
11 a ( G ; ) c 
heIc 
G'c 
where the last arrow is derived from the composite of the three lower arrows in the 
previous diagram. Then we have (since / : preserves monomorphisms) 
Ic 
<Pc 
f^c 
G^c y 
(7(colim(F, 
o(Kf), 
(m'-). 
.F^c 
and the naturality of fu follows f rom that of o{Kp)(p. Hence, as in the presheaf 
case, F=G. Since ||Goi</c and since, by [1], any object of T has only a small 
number of quotients, there can only be a small number of such F. • 
In [9], Street defines the Cauchy completion of ^ where ^ is a small 
category enriched over a bicategory such that W' and admit right liftings. 
Suppose ^'(C/, V) is locally representable for all objects U and V of W. Then the 
proof here can be modified to show that for small the set of objects in over 
any given object U of is small. In particular, if Obj(<5¥ ) is small, then so is 
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MODULATED BICATEGORIES 
A U R E L I O C A R B O N I , S C O T T J O H N S O N , ROSS S T R E E T , AND DOMINIC V E R I T Y 
ABSTRACT. T h e concept of regular category [1] has several 2-dimensional ana-
logues depending upon which special arrows are chosen to mimic monies. Here, 
the choice of the conservative arrows, leads to our notion of faithfully conservative 
bicategory K, in which two-sided discrete fibrations become the arrows of a bicat-
egory J^ — DFib(A:;). While the homcategories T{B,A) have finite limits, it is 
impor t an t to have conditions under which these finite "local" limits are preserved 
by composition (on either side) with arrows of . In other words, when are all 
f ibrat ions in K flat? Novel axioms on K are provided for this, and we call a bicate-
gory H modula ted when "H^^ is such a K. Thus , we have c o n s t r u c t e d a proarrow 
equipment ( ) . : H—^M (in the sense of [28]) with M = Moreover, M is 
locally finitely cocomplete and certain collages exist [23]. 
In the converse direction, M is any locally countably cocomplete bicategory 
which admits finite collages [23], then the bicategory M* of maps in M is mod-
ulated. {Recall f rom [26], page 266, t ha t a 1-cell in a bicategory is called a map 
when it has a right ad jo in t . ) 
Typese t by Am^-^^-
2 CARBONI, JOHNSON, STREET, AND VERITY 
§0. INTRODUCTION 
The characterisation of bicategories W-Mod, whose objects are categories with 
horns enriched in the base bicategory W and whose arrows are modules, was achieved 
in [23]. The main requirements on a bicategory M. that it should be biequivalent 
to W - M o d are the existence of coproducts, Kleish constructions and local colimits 
preserved by composition on either side with an arrow. We call such an 7V4 a cosmos. 
Any "Cauchy generating" set of objects of M would then form a suitable W . Also 
see [5 . 
An arrow of Ai is called [26] a map when it has a right adjoint. An enriched 
category is called Cauchy complete when it admits all absolute (weighted) limits 
(or, equally, colimits) [13], [25]. The maps / : A — > B in W-Mod can be identified 
with W-functors / : QA—>QB between Cauchy completions. We write M* for the 
subbicategory of A4 obtained by restricting the arrows to maps. A suitable notation 
for (W-Mod)* is thus (W-Cat) , , . 
The main motivation for the present paper was to attempt to characterise bicate-
gories of the form (W-Cat)cc. This means we looked for conditions on a bicategory 
Ti (involving limits, colimits, inherent factorisation systems, and the like) which 
would ensure that Ti was equivalent to A^* for a cosmos A i . Apart from its in-
trinsic interest for enriched category theory, this question is relevant to the work of 
Pitts [17] and to the theory of quantales [15] [4] [16 . 
We were also guided by the challenge of keeping external set theory to a mini-
mum. So our development requires only first order ("elementary") concepts. The 
replacement of "finite" by "small" is easily achieved. 
Because of results of Street [22] and Wood [29], there was no doubt about how to 
construct Ai from 7Y; the arrows had to be two-sided codiscrete cofibrations in 7Y. 
The problem was to find elementary conditions on H to ensure that M. became a 
bicategory and had the desirable properties, especially local finite cocompleteness. 
Because the reader may be famihar with the construction of the bicategory of re-
lations from a regular category, and since our situation resembles the dual of this, 
we have decided to present the work in terms of AC = rather than Ti itself. 
This has the advantage that fibrations are generally more familiar than cofibrations, 
and preservation of finite hmits by composition ("tensoring") with a fibration is a 
famihar flatness condition. 
In the first two sections, we review the required limits, special arrows and fac-
torisation systems in a bicategory. An arrow is conservative when a 2-cell into its 
source can be declared invertible if its composite with our arrow is invertible. The 
dual of conservative is liberal, while strong liberals can be defined from conservatives 
similarly to the way that strong epimorphisms are derived from monomorphisms 
9], Faithfully conservational bicategories are defined analogously to regular cat-
egories in [6] beginning with conservative arrows in place of monomorphisms.The 
main result (Theorem 2.19) of these sections is that stabihty of strong hberals un-
der pseudopullback implies each strong liberal is a coinverter of some 2-cell. In the 
third section, we interpret the concepts of the earher sections in the 2-categories Cat, 
Catcci Lex, Rex, and their duals. The calculus of discrete fibrations in a faithfully 
conservative bicategory K is developed in section 4; in particular, we construct the 
bicategory DFib(AC) whose objects are those of K, and whose arrows are two-sided 
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discrete fibrations. 
In section 5, a bicategory H is defined to be modulated when is faithfully 
conservational and two extra axioms about strong conservatives in Ti are satisfied. 
The reader should keep in mind the example o{ Ti — (V-Cat)cc where the strong 
conservatives are fully faithful functors between the Cauchy complete V-enriched 
categories. We show that the bicategory M = CodCofib(?Y) = of 
codiscrete cofibrations in a modulated bicategory l i is locally finitely cocomplete. 
This is deduced from the result that the "inclusion" ( ) » : V .—^M preserves tensors 
with certain finite categories. This inclusion also preserves, so that M. has, finite 
coproducts. A principal result here is the construction of the collage of any arrow in 
M. Some questions still remain. We are unable to show that ()* : 'H >M preserves 
pseudopushouts; perhaps another axiom is required. A related problem is that we 
are unable to construct general finite collages in Ai. Then there is the question of 
whether each map in Ai is isomorphic to /» for some arrow / of 7{. These questions 
need to be resolved before our motivating problem can be fully answered. 
Finall}'^, in section 6, we show that, if A4 is any locally finitely cocomplete bi-
category which admits finite collages and free monads on endoarrows, then A4* is 
modulated and the inclusion M * preserves finite cohmits. 
4 CARBONl, JOHNSON, STREET, AND VERITY 
§1. REVIEW OF LIMITS IN BICATEGORIES. 
1 .1 . The appropriate limits for bicategories were introduced in [22]. These Hmits 
differ from those appropriate for 2-categories [21] in that they are only unique up 
to equivalence, not up to isomorphism. Our purpose in this section is to recall 
the genera] definition and to give examples needed in the present paper. Since 
the general definition is a representable one, it suffices to give the examples in the 
bicategory Cat of categories, functors and natural transformations. In order to 
avoid the confusing "bi" prefix in terminology such as "bilimit" and "biproduct" 
(since these could also mean that they, at the same time, provide the dual notion), 
we have adopted the policy of using the 2-categorical name for the limit when 
it is understood that we are working bi categorically (even if we are working in a 
2-category). However, one should be aware that some 2-categorical limits (pullbacks 
and equalizers for example) do not survive this passage to bicategories, and so have 
no role for them. 
1.2. Suppose J,S: A—Cat are homomorphisms of bicategories. Write S"^ for 
the category whose objects are strong transformations (=pseudo-natural transfor-
mations) J — a n d whose arrows are modifications [2]. Observe that, for all X , 
there is a canonical equivalence of categories 
Cat{X, S-^) ~ > Cat{X, Sf 
1.3. Now suppose J : A — > Cat^  S : A — a r e homomorphisms of bicategories. 
A J-weighted limit of S consists of an object S"^ of K and a strong transformation 
A : J ( — ) — , S{—)) such that, for all objects X of /C, the functor 
1C{X,S^) '^KiX.Sy, 
u\ S) o \ 
is an equivalence of categories. The representable nature of this general definition 
allows us to describe various examples by merely explaining them in Cat. We do 
not need to exhibit the weight homomorphism J in each case. The reader who has 
had no experience in this may refer to [22],[21] and [11 . 
A J-weighted colimit of a homomorphism T : — i s a J-weighted hmit of T 
regarded as a homomorphism A — F o r each of our examples below there is a 
dual version for which the prefix "co" is used. We have no need here for examples 
which give new constructions when K is replaced by the weak dual JC "^. 
1.4. The product of two categories is defined in the obvious way by taking, as the 
set of arrows, the cartesian product of the sets of arrows. The product of objects A, 
B 'm }C consists of an object A x B^ and arrows 
(called projections) in /C, such that the induced functor 
/C{X,A X B) ^)C{X,A) X fC{X,B) 
is an equivalence for all objects X G K.. Of course, products of families of objects are 
now defined in the obvious way. In particular (the empty family case), a terminal 
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objcci 1 for fC, is defined by the condition that each 1) is equivalent to the 
terminal category 1. 
1 . 5 . The comma category / J. 5' of two functors forming a cospan 
is a familiar construction [14], The objects are triples ( 0 , 7 : fa^gb,b) where a, b 
are objects of A, B and 7 is an arrow of C. An arrow (a,/?): {a,'y,b) >(a',7', 6') 
consists of arrows a : a — / S : b—>b' of A, B such that 7 ' o / ( a ) = g{/3)oj. There 
is a diagram 
fig-
(1) do 
dr 
B 
A 
C. 
f 
where A is the natural transformation whose component at the object ( 0 , 7 , b) is the 
arrow 7 . The comma object of a cospan /, g as above, but now in our bicategory 
/C, consists of a diagram in K in the form of the last square, which induces an 
equivalence of categories 
>C{XJig) 
1 .6 . The pseudopuUback of functors / : A s-C, g: B is the full subcategory 
A j X g B (or, less precisely A XcB) of f Ig consisting of those objects (a, 7 : fa-^gb, b) 
for which the arrow 7 is invertible. This sits in a square like the one for the comma 
category (1), but this time the 2-cell in our square is invertible. The left arrow in 
this square is sometimes denoted by pr^  and the top arrow by pr2. It should be clear 
now how to define the pseudopuUback of a cospan in K.. We also use the terminology 
that the arrow on the top (respectively, at the left) of a pseudopuUback square is a 
pseudopuUback of the arrow on the bottom (respectively, at the right). 
1.7 . Proposi t ion . Suppose that the right-hand square in the diagram 
exhibits H as a comma object of f , g. the whole pasted diagram exhibits K as a 
comma object of fh, g if and only if the left-hand square is a pseudopuUback of h, 
p. • 
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1.8. For categories C, D we have the funtor category D* .^ This leads to the cotensor 
product of an object A of K. with a category C; which comes equipped with a 
functor C — i n d u c i n g an equivalence of categories 
(Of course, the dual of cotensor is tensor, not cocotensor!) 
1.9. The pseudoequalizer of two functors f,g: A—>B is the category C whose 
objects are pairs (a, (3: f a — ) where a is an object of A and /? is an invertible 
arrow of B, and whose arrows a\ {a,/3)—^(a',/9') are arrows a: a — o f A such 
that o / ( a ) = g{a) o jS. Also, we have the forgetful functor u: C—>A and a 
canonical invertible 2-cell fu gu. This leads to the corresponding hmit in )C: 
a pseudoequalizer of a pair of arrows f^g: A >B is an arrow u: C >A together 
with an invertible 2-cell fu gu which induces an equivalence between )C{X,C) 
and the pseudoequalizer of the functors fC{X,g) for all A .^ 
1.10. The inverter of a natural transformation a: f g: A—>B is the full sub-
category of A consisting of the objects a for which the component aa'. fa—yga is 
invertible. An inverter for a 2-cell a: f=>g: A—>B in K, is thus an arrow u: C—^A 
which induces an equivalence between the category C) and the inverter of the 
natural transformation /C(A', o"). 
1 .11. The invertee of a functor / : A—is the full subcategory C of the category 
of arrows of A consisting of those arrows inverted by / . There is a canonical 
2-cell A: u=^v : C — ^ A with /A invertible. The reader should now be able to define 
an invertee for an arrow in fC. 
1.12. The equifier (resp. equinverter) of two natural transformations <t, r : / 
g: A—>B is the full subcategory of A consisting of the objects a for which cr„ = r^ 
(resp. a a — Ta and a a is invertible). The bicategorical limit should be clear. 
1.13. A bicategory K, is said to be finitely complete when it admits all limits 
weighted by homomorphisms J : A—Cat such that ^ is a finite bicategory and 
each J (A) is a finitely presentable category. 
1.14. Theorem (Street [22] and [27]). Every bicategory which admits a terminal 
object, pseudopullbacks, and cotensor products with the arrow category 2 is finitely 
complete. • 
1.15. A pseudopushout of a pair of arrows j : X—>Y, f : X—>A in /C is of course 
their pseudopullback in As a special example, we shall describe the pseudo-
pushout P of j , / in Cat in the special case where X is a full subcategory of 
Y, closed under isomorphs (replete), and j is the inclusion. First the equality 
o b j ( P ) = obj (A) (ob j (F) — o b j ( X ) ) determines the objects of P. The category A 
is a full subcategory of P, let the inclusion be called g: A ^P. The other homsets 
of P are given by coends 
P{a,y) = f A{ajx) x Y{jx,y), P{y,a.) = f Y{yjx) x A{fx,a) 
P{y.y') - f'^ x Mf^J^') x y{jx\y% 
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where a e A, y,y' e Y, y,y' ^ X. Composition in P is given in the obvious way 
using the compositions of A and Y. There is a functor h: Y—^P given by hy = y 
for y ^ X, and hx = fx iox x ^ X. So we have an actual equality hj = gf, 
not just an isomorphism. In fact {P,g,h) provide a pushout for j , / as well as a 
pseudopushout. This extends Proposition 6.17 of [22 . 
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§2. CONSERVATIVE AND LIBERAL ARROWS 
2 . 1 . An arrow j: X—>Y in a bicategory AC is called conservative when, for all 
2-cells cr: u v: K — i f ja is invertible then so is a itself. That is, when, for 
all objects K , the functor 
FC{K,x) K:{K,Y) 
is conservative (= reflects isomorphisms). This condition holds precisely when the 
identity 2-cell of the identity arrow of X is an invertee (1.11) for j. Clearly, j is 
conservative in K. iff it is conservative in 
2 . 2 . An arrow in K is called liberal when it is conservative in 
2.3. Suppose fC admits cotensoring with the arrow category 2. Then j: X—>Y 
is conservative iff the following square is a pseudopuUback. 
2.4. Any arrow isomorphic to a conservative arrow is conservative. Any composite 
of conservative arrows is conservative. If kj is conservative then so is j. Conservative 
arrows are stable under pseudopuUback. 
2.5. Suppose J: A—Cat, S,T: A—are homomorphisms of bicategories and 
suppose AC admits the J-weighted limits S"^ , T"^  of S, T. If each component of 
a strong transformation q: S—>T is conservative then so is the induced arrow 
qJ. S-^ 
2 .6. An arrow j: X — i s faithful when, for all 2-cells o", r : u v: K — i f 
ja — jr then a = T. That is, when, for all objects K, the functor K{K,j) is faithful. 
2.7. An arrow j: X—>Y is pseudomonic when it is faithful and, for all pairs of 
arrows a, 6: K—^X and all invertible 2-cells ( : ja=^jb, there exists a 2-cell rj: a 
such that jr] — (It follows that T] is uniquely determined and invertible.) Note 
that j is pseudomonic iff the following square is a pseudopuUback. 
Each pseudomonic is conservative. An arrow is pseudoepic in AC when it is pseudo-
monic in AC°P. 
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2.8. Suppose K admits cotensoring with the discrete category 2 1 + 1. Then 
j-.x—is pseudomonic iff the following square is a pseudopullback. 
2.9. All inverters and equinverters are pseudomonic. 
2 .10. A functor / : A—>B is an equivalence iff it is pseudomonic and the functor 
p : A ^ — i s surjective up to isomorphism on objects. 
2 .11. An arrow e: A—>B in a bicategory }C is called strong liberal (abbreviated to 
slib) when, for all conservative arrows j: X the following square is a pseudo-
pullback of categories. 
fC{B,j) 
K{B,Y) 
K{A,j) 
•K,{A,Y) 
An arrow in IC is strong conservative (abbreviated to scon) when it is slib in 
2.12. Strong hberals are closed under composition. If eh is strong liberal and h is 
either pseudoepic or strong liberal then e is strong liberal. An arrow which is both 
strong liberal and conservative is an equivalence. 
2.13. Every slib e: A — > B satisfies the following condition: each square 
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in which j is conservative, factorizes uniquely up to isomorphism as 
A ^D 
When K admits cotensoring with the arrow category 2, this condition implies e is 
slib. (Apply the condition to both j and to get the pseudopullback of (2.11).) 
2.14. If IC admits all inverters then all strong liberals are liberal. For, suppose 
e: A—>B is slib, and suppose 6e invertible. Let j be an inverter for 9; so e = ju 
for some u. By (2.12), since j is conservative, there exists w such that u w e and 
jw = 1. The latter gives 6 invertible (since Ojw is). So e is hberal. • 
2.15. IfK. admits cotensoring with the discrete category 2 then strong liberal arrows 
are pseudoepic. For all objects K, the diagonal K — i s conservative. Substi-
tuting this for j in the pseudopullback of (2.11), we see from (2.8) that K,{e,K) is 
pseudomonic. So e is pseudoepic. 
2.16. Each left adjoint with invertible counit is the coinverter of the unit. Dually, 
each right adjoint with invertible unit is the coinverter of the counit. Our next result 
shows that this gives two interesting classes of strong liberals. 
2.17. Each coinverter is strong liberal. This follows representably from the fact 
that, in the following diagram of ordinary categories 
if / , / ' are inverters of 0' and w is conservative then the square u, / ' , u, / is a 
pseudopullback. • 
2.18. Definition. A bicategory /C will be called conservational when it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(i) it is finitely complete; 
(ii) each pseudo pullback of a strong liberal is strong liberal; 
(iii) cotensoring ( with the arrow category 2 preserves strong liberal arrows; 
(iv) for each arrow / , there exists a conservative arrow j , a strong hberal arrow 
e, and an invertible 2-cell / je. 
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2.19. Theorem. In a conservational hicategory, every strong liberal arrow is a 
coinverter. 
Proof. For any arrow e: A—>B, the invertee K^: K^ A of e corresponds to the 
pseudopullback k^: K ^ — o f the diagonal B — a l o n g e^ : A ^ — W e shall 
use this notation below. 
Assume e is slib. We shall show that e is the coinverter of K^. In view of (2.15), 
(2.10) and the existence of ( it suffices to show that each g\ A—^C, with gKe 
invertible, factors up to isomorphism through e. For this apply (2.18)(iv) to the 
arrow (e,^): A—>B x C to obtain a conservative (u,u): D—^B x C and a slib 
s: A — ^ B with us = e, f s = g. Since s,e are slib, so too is u (2.12). We have 
pseudopullbacks: 
u 
Now = (u,t;)s/Ce = ( e , — is invertible. Since {u,v) is 
conservative, K^r is invertible. By (2.18)(ii),(iii) and (2.14), r is liberal; so ac„ is 
invertible. So u is conservative. So u is an equivalence (2.10). So g vs = vwe, 
where w is any inverse equivalence for u. • 
2.20. Remark. Perhaps the reader will have noticed that in the above proof we 
needed only the weaker form of (2.18)(ii): a pseudopullback of a strong liberal is 
liberal. 
2.21. In a conservational hicategory, if e: A e': A' >B' are strong liberal, 
so is e X e': A -X A'—>B x B'. This follows from the fact that e x A', B x e' are 
pullbacks of e, e' along projections, and e x e' is isomorphic to their composite (2.12). 
2.22. An object A of a bicategory fC is called groupoidal when every 2-cell a: 
v: X—>A is invertible. This is the same as saying that (the unique up to isomor-
phism) A—is conservative (provided )C has a terminal object 1). Write GfC for 
the full subbicategory of K consisting of the groupoidal objects. 
2.23. If K satisfies (2.18) then the inclusion of GK. in K. has a left biadjoint 
tt: fC—>GfC whose value at A is given by factoring A—>1 as a strong liberal 
A—>7rA followed by a conservative it A—>1. 
2.24. Proposition. If fC is conservational then the homomorphism TT: K,—>G)C 
preserves products. 
Proof. By (2.21), A x B—^-KA X TTB is slib; and by (2.4) the composite of the pair 
TTA X TTB X is conservative. So 7r(A x B)-^^7RA XTTB . • 
2.25. Definition. A bicategory JC is called faithfully conservational when it is 
conservational and every conservative arrow is faithful (2.6). In this case, every 
groupoidal object A is discrete in the sense that each hom category )C{X,A) is 
equivalent to a discrete category. We write D/C instead of GfC. 
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2.26. There is a slice bicategory IC/U obtained from any bicategory IC and an 
object U thereof. The horn category {KIU){u,v) is the pseudoequalizer (1.9) of the 
two functors u!, - : B ) — U ) which are constant at u and composition 
with I), respectively. The arrows ( / , i/): u—>v of K/U are pictured as triangles: 
u 
The composition of K/U is obtained by pasting triangles in the obvious way. 
2.27. Propos i t ion . If K, is (faithfully) conservational then so is each slice KlU. 
The forgetful homomorphism KjlJ—preserves and reflects pseudopuUbacks, con-
servatives and strong liberals. 
Proof The pseudopullback of {f,u): u—and v—>VD in KlU is just ob-
tained from the pseudopullback of / and g. A terminal object for K/U is the identity 
I t / : U—)•{/. The cotensor product of the object u G K/U with 2 is either of the 
isomorphic arrows Ku—>U coming from the invertee Ku of u. So /C/t/ is finitely 
complete. An arrow ( / , v): u—with f conservative in K. is clearly conservative 
in /C/t/ . An arrow {f,v): u—with / a coinverter in K is clearly a coinverter in 
K / U . This last result impHes another similar one for strong hberals by (2.17) and 
(2.19). 
Now given an arrow ( / , v): u—factorize f a.s f = je with j conservative and e 
slib in )C, and then we obtain the desired factorization u — ^ v j — o f ( / , u) in K j U . 
It follows that ( / , u) is shb in A^ /^C/ iff / is in K. It then follows that a pseudopullback 
of a slib in K/U is slib. Since the arrow K^—induced on invertees by e: A—^B 
can be obtained as the pseudopullback of e^ along K y — w e also have (2.18)(iii) 
ior K/U. • 
2.28. Propos i t ion . Suppose M is a doctrine [22](2.10) on the (faithfully) conser-
vational bicategory K,, with underlying endo-homomorphism which preserves strong 
liberal arrows. Then the bicategory K.^ ]^2\(2.19) of algebras for M is (faithfully) 
conservational. The forgetful homomorphism K^—>/C preserves and reflects finite 
limits and strong liberal arrows. 
Proof. Straightforward. • 
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§3. EXAMPLES AND NON-EXAMPLES 
3.1. Proposition. An arrow e: A—>B in Cat is liberal iff each object b e B is a 
retract of an object of the form ea for some a £ A. 
Proof. Suppose e: A—^B satisfies the condition. Let a: u v: B—>C be a natu-
ral transformation for which ere is invertible. Then each component a^ a is invertible. 
By naturality, each ai is a retract of a and so is invertible itself. Therefore a is 
invertible and it follows that e is hberal. 
Conversely, suppose e: A—>B is hberal. Then its coinvertee is invertible. Since 
the usual inclusion Cat—> Mod preserves weighted cohmits [3], the coinvertee of e 
in Mod is invertible. Hence e is "Cauchy dense" in Mod in the sense of [23]. So the 
canonical function 
y""5 (6 ,ea) x B{ea,b') - 5 ( 6 , 6 ' ) 
is surjective [23](Proposition 1). So there exists 6—>ea, ea—>6 with composite the 
identity of 6, as required. • 
3.2. Let Catcc denote the full subbicategory of Cat consisting of those small cate-
gories in which idempotents spht. 
3.3. Remark. Neither Cat nor Catcc is conservational. 
Proof. Let A be the free category generated by the graph 
f) 4> 
Let X be the category generated by the graph 
x-P-^y^x 
subject to the relation ap = l^;. The functor / : A—given by 
is in Catcc- The functor e: A—>3, taking a,b,c,d to 0 ,1,1,2 is a coinverter for 
the invertee of / . If Cat or Catcc were conservational, we would have, by Theo-
rem 2.19, a factorization / = je with j: 3—^A^ conservative. But such a j must 
take 0 ,1 ,2 to X, y, a; and so invert the non invertible 0—>2 in 3, contrary to j being 
conservative. • 
3.4. Proposition. The bicategory Caf^ is (faithfully) conservational while Caf^ 
fails only to satisfy (2.18)(ii). The strong conservative arrows j: X—>Y in Cat 
are the fully faithful functors such that each retract of an object of the form jx with 
X G X is isomorphic to an object of the same form. The strong conservative arrows 
in Catcc are the fully faithful functors. 
Proof. We begin by showing that each fully faithful j: X—yY, "closed under re-
tracts" (as in the Proposition), is scon in Cat. Take a square in Cat as in (2.13) with 
e liberal. In order to define w as in (2.13), take b G B; this is a retract of some ea 
with a G A, by (3.1). Then vh is a retract of vea = jua. By the condition on j, we 
have vh = jwb for some wb E X. This choice defines w on objects. The definition 
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of w on arrows is forced since j is fully faithful. This clearly gives a factorization of 
the square which is unique up to isomorphism. Since Cat admits tensoring with 2, 
we have shown (2.13) that each such j is scon. 
If idempotents split in X , notice that any fully faithful functor j : X — ^ Y is 
automatically retract closed (since there is an idempotent in X which maps to the 
idempotent generated by any retract of a jx). So j: X—in Catcc is scon if it is 
fully faithful. 
Both Cat and Catcc are finitely cocomplete bicategories. The former follows 
from the fact that the 2-category Cat admits all weighted pseudocohmits [21], and 
these provide the bicategorical colimits required. The latter uses the idempotent 
("Cauchy") completion homomorphism Q: Cat—> Catcc to turn the constructions 
in Cat into those for Catcc-
Thus we have (2.18)(i) for Caf^ and Caf^. To prove (2.18)(iv), take any functor 
/: A ^Y. Let X be the full subcategory of Y consisting of all retracts of objects 
of the form / a , a € A. Then we get f = je where j is the inclusion of JsT in y and e 
is hberal in Cat. From the beginning of this proof we see that j is scon in Cat and 
in Catcc- So we have (2.18)(iv) as required. 
We can now see that scons in Cat and Catcc are of the type claimed in the Propo-
sition. For, take any scon / : A—>Y and factorize it / = je as above. Since / , j 
are scon, so is e (by the dual of (2.12)). Since e is also hberal, it is an equivalence. 
But j is a scon of the claimed type. This "type" clearly includes equivalences and 
is closed under composition. So / = je is of that type. 
Tensoring with 2 in Cat is simply given by cartesian product 2 x —. This is also 
true in Catcc (since Catcc is closed under exponentiation in Cat which imphes Q 
preserves finite products). With our characterization of scons, it is clear that, if 
j: X — i s scon, so is 2 x j : 2 x X—>2 x Y. This proves (2.18)(iii). 
It remains to prove (2.18)(ii). The "inclusion" Cat—y Mod preserves pseudo-
pushouts [3] and takes each A—>QA to an equivalence. So any pseudopushout 
in Cat or Catcc remains so in Mod. If j is fully faithful then the adjunction j H j* 
has invertible unit Ix = j*j- Hence there exists a module m: P—with = mg 
and mh = fj*. Using the universal property of the pseudopushout, we obtain a 
2-cell gm Ip and prove m=g*. So r^ H has invertible unit, in other words g 
is fully faithful. This completes the proof in the case of Catcc-
To see that Cat does not satisfy (2.18)(ii), we use the construction of pseudopush-
out given in (1.15). Take Y to be the category generated by the graph x—>y— 
and let A be the category generated by the graph a—>6—>a subject to the relation 
that the composite is the identity of a. Let X be the full subcategory of Y consisting 
of X, x'. Let / : X—>A take x—>x' to a — T h e n the inclusion j: X—>Y is scon 
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in Cat, while y is a retract of a in P not isomorphic to either object of A. So the 
inclusion g: A—is not scon. • 
3.5. Notice that fC is conservational iff is. 
3.6. Propos i t ion . The class of functors e: A—^B in Cat satisfying the three con-
ditions: 
(i) each object of B is isomorphic to one of the form ea for some a € A; 
(ii) each j3 G B{ea,ea') has the form ^ — {ea){ea)~''- where a, a are arrows of A 
and a is inverted by e; 
(iii) (/• (ea)(e(j)~^ = {ea'){ea')~'^ then there exist arrows 7 ,7 ' of A inverted by e 
such that <77 = a'y and a^ = a '7 ' ; 
is contained in the class of strong liberal arrows in Cat and is closed under pseudo-
puUback. 
Proof. Consider a square in Cat as in (2.13) where e is in the class described in the 
proposition and j is conservative. We need to define a diagonal w for the square. 
For each b £ B, choose a G A and an isomorphism b = ea (which is possible by (i)). 
Define w on objects by wb = ua. Each arrow b—>b' in B is isomorphic by the 
chosen isomorphisms to an arrow ea—yea' which, by (ii), has the form (eQf)(e(j)~^. 
Notice that ea invertible implies vea, and hence jua invertible; so ua is invertible 
(using j conservative). So we can define w(3 = {ua){ua)~'^ which is independent of 
choice of a, a bi (iii). This gives w and u = we, jw = as desired in (2.13). So e is 
slib. 
The stability under pseudopullbacks is straightforward, and is a worthwhile exer-
cise for the reader. • 
3.7. Let Lex (resp. Rex) denote the subbicategory of Cat consisting of the cate-
gories which admit finite hmits (resp. finite cohmits), the functors which preserve 
these, and all the natural transformations between such functors. 
3.8. Propos i t ion . The bicategories Lex and Rex are both conservational. 
Proof. Notice that taking duals gives an isomorphism Rex"^ = Lex. So it suffices by 
(3.5) to prove that Lex is conservational. Limits in this bicategory are formed as in 
Cat (one reason is that the inclusion Lex—^ Cat has a left biadjoint [24]). Also, the 
conservative arrows are precisely the conservative functors. 
If f . —^Y is an arrow of Lex then the arrows of A in the invertee of / form 
a calculus of right fractions [7]. By looking at the construction of the category of 
fractions for a calculus of fractions [7], we see that the coinverter of this invertee 
is a functor e in the class specified in Proposition 3.6, the category X has finite 
limits, the functor j: X—>Y satisfying / = je is conservative, and e, j preserve 
finite limits. 
In the diagrams of (2.13) in the case of Cat, notice that, since j is conservative, the 
functor w will preserve whatever limits the categories have and t;(= jw) preserves. 
It follows from Proposition 3.6 that e: A—in Lex satisfying the three conditions 
are slib in Lex and are closed under pseudopullback. Because of the factorization of 
the last paragraph, the arrows in the class of Proposition 3.6 which are in Lex are 
precisely the shb arrows in Lex. Thus we have proved (2.18)(i)(ii),(iv) for Lex. 
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In fact , any arrow e: A—^B in Lex satisfies condition (iii) of Proposition 3.6 
automatically. Just take the pullback r , r ' of cr, cr', then take the equalizer p of acr, 
aa', and finally put 7 = r/9, 7' = r'p. 
It remains to show tha t , if e: A—^B in Lex satisfies conditions (3.6)(i) and (ii), 
then so does e^: A ^ — F o r (i), take an object j3: b—>b' in B"^. By (i) for e 
we have ea = h—^h' = ea\ which by (ii) for e, is of the form [ea){ea)~^\ so 13 is 
isomorphic to ea as objects of B^. To prove (ii) for e^, take a commutative square 
in B of the form 
ea i-ex 
eC et] 
ea ex'. 
Apply (ii) for e to obtain = (ea')(ecr')~^ Let form a pullback for cr',^ and 
let Qfi, r/i form a pullback for a ' , r). Then ea • e^i = erj.^.eai, so there exists a unique 
/?i with eT]i • /3i = eax- ^i - eai . Apply (ii) for e to obtain = (eo;)(e(j)~\ 
Apply (iii) for e to obtain p, p' inverted by e and such tha t ap = 1 • p', rjiap = (ip'. 
Then we have arrows {aip',a'): rjiap—{aiap,a'): rjiap—^rj in B^, the former 
inverted by e^, with 
= e\arap,a') -[e^a.p'.a')]-' 
as desired. • 
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§4. DISCRETE FIBRATIONS 
We begin by reviewing a few concepts from [22] and [24]. 
4.1. Consider a span {p,E,q): B—^A (sometimes abbreviated to E: B— 
from B to A in the bicategory fC] that is, an ordered pair of arrows in K- displayed 
diagrammatically as follows: 
E 
A B 
A 2-cell x : e' =4> e: K >E is said to be left cartesian (with respect to our span) 
when: 
(i) qx is invertible; 
(ii) for each triple (^ r, a) consisting of an arrow g: L and 2-cells e" ^ 
eg: L >E, a: pe" pe'g such that = pxg • ct, there exists a unique 2-cell 
e" e'g with ^ — xg • f and pi' = a. 
Notice that if x is left cartesian for our span, then so is X9 for "^-Y arrow g: L — ^ K . 
4.2. Notice that spans in AC and coincide. By convention, on re-interpreting a 
span {p,E,q): B—fA of K in AC^ ®, we will always reverse its orientation. In other 
words, in our canonical span becomes {q,E,p): A—*B and we redraw it as 
E 
B A 
We say that a 2-cell in fC is right cartesian with respect to {p,E,q) precisely when 
it is left cartesian in /C "^ with respect to the corresponding span {q,E,p). 
Later on we will see that this convention is related to a close link between weak 
duality in bicategories of functors and strong duality in bicategories of profunctors. 
4.3. An arrow of spans (ac, /, i^): {p, E, q ) — E ' , q') from B to A consists of an 
arrow / : E—>E' and isomorphisms k: p'f = p, u: q = q'f. A 2-ce// 6: ( k , / , z/) 
{X,g,fj-) between such arrows is a 2-cell d:f^g such that k = X-p'9 and q'9-v - //. 
Let Spn{K){B,A) denote the bicategory of spans so obtained. The convention of 
(4.2) identifies Spn((X:^°))(A, 5 ) with Spn(;C)(5, A). 
4.4. When IC has products, we can identify each span {p,E,q) with an object 
(^p^q): E—^A X B of the slice bicategory KjA x B (2.26), thus we may identify 
Spn( ; c ) (5 ,A ) w i t h x : M X 
4.5. A span {p,E,q): B—^A in /C is called a left fibration when the following 
condition holds: 
(left path lifting) for all arrows e: K—>E and 2-cells a\ a pe: K—^A, there 
exists a left cartesian x : e * a e for which there is an isomorphism a = p{e * a) 
whose composite with px is 
Dually {p,E,q) G is a right fibration if it is a left fibration in or more 
exphcitly when it satisfies: 
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(right path lifting) for all arrows e: K—>E and 2-cells qe b: K—there 
exists a right cartesian ( : e ^ • e for which there is an isomorphism q{l3 * e) = 6 
whose composite with q( is (3. 
4.6 . A span {p,E,q): B—^A is called a discrete fibration from ^ to ^ if it is 
both a left and right fibration and discrete (2.25) as an object of the bicategory 
Spn(;C)(B, A). The discreteness of (p, E, q) in Spn(;C)(5, A) may be more explicitly 
expressed as follows: 
(discreteness) for all rj: e e': K—>E, if pC = PV with pC, q^ invertible then 
C = T} with (f invertible. 
4 .7 . P r o p o s i t i o n . A span {p,E,q) is a discrete fibration i f f the following three 
conditions hold: 
(unique left path lifting) for all arrows e: K ^E and 2-cells a: a=>pe, the category, 
whose objects are pairs e' a = pe') with px • i' = a and qx invertible, 
and whose arrows are the obvious ones, is essentially discrete (i.e. an equivalence 
relation) and nonempty; 
(unique right path lifting) for all arrows e: K >E and 2-cells (3: qe=^h, the cate-
gory, whose objects are pairs {(: e=^e\fi: qe' = b) with fi-q( = 13 and pC invertible, 
and whose arrows are the obvious ones, is essentially discrete and nonempty; 
(factorization) each 2-cell e'e": K—>E is a composite ^ = x • C where qx and 
pC are invertible. 
Proof. Straightforward. • 
4 .8 . If {p',E\q') satisfies the discreteness condition of (4.6) then there is at most 
one 2-cell 6: { K J , V ) (A,^,/ i): {p,E,q)—>{p',E\q')-, and, if there is one, it is 
invertible. Any arrow of spans between discrete fibrations preserves left and right 
cartesian 2-cells. 
4 .9 . Write DFib(/C)(i?, A) for the category whose objects are the discrete fibrations 
(p, E, q) from B io A and whose arrows are the isomorphism classes [/c, / , v] of arrows 
(k, / , u) of spans between such. 
4 .10 . P r o p o s i t i o n [20], [22]. Any comma object of a pair f : A—>C, g: B—>C 
of arrows in any bicategory gives a discrete fibration {do, f ig,di): B—>A. In Cat, 
every discrete fibration arises this way. • 
4 .11 . Suppose that K has whatever finite limits are needed. For any span (p, E , q), 
the arrow di'. A i p—>E has a right adjoint i: E — i p (or ip when confusion is 
likely), with isomorphisms e: dii = this being the counit, and r : doi = p. All 
this follows from the universal property of the comma object A l p . 
The objects E, A i p have canonical interpretations as objects of K./A, namely 
p. and do: Alp—>A, which we shall assume unless otherwise stated. Then 
the pair {i, r ) becomes an arrow from E to Alp in JC/A, and again if we talk about 
the arrow i in JC/A we will assume that it is accompanied by the isomorphism r . 
Notice that the canonical (strict) homomorphism KjA—>K, takes an adjunction 
e.rj: { f , n ) H in )C/A to an adjunction e,r]: f u in K. Conversely if we are 
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given arrows ( / , / i ) and {u,u) and a 2-cell e: { f , f i ) {u,u) 1 in /C/A then ( / , / / ) H 
(u, u) with counit e iff / H u with counit e in AC. 
4.12. Proposition. A span {p,E,q) is a left fibration iff the arrow {i,T): E—^Alp 
has a right adjoint ( r , k): Alp—>E in K,/A with counit e: ir=^ Iaip such that qd-^e 
is invertible. 
Proof. 
" Suppose we have an adjoint r: A I p—>E as in Proposition. By applying di 
to the counit e: ir l^jp and using l^; = dii, we obtain a 2-cell x- ^i- ^^  can 
be seen, using the adjunction i H r and the fact that qd-^e is invertible, that x is a 
left cartesian arrow. Furthermore, the rule for £ as a 2-cell of IC/A ensures that the 
isomorphism K: do ^ pr composed with px is equal to X: do pdi, the canonical 
2-cell of the comma object Alp. Now consider any 2-cell cx: a^pe: K A, which, 
by the comma object property, is isomorphic to Ac: doC pdyc with dyC = e for 
some arrow c: K—>A J. p. But we have already shown that x is a left path hft of 
A, therefore it follows that the composite of xc: rc=^ diC and diC = e is a left path 
lift of a. 
Conversely suppose the left path hfting property holds. We have the canonical 
2-cell A : do=^pdi: Alp—>A to which we apply left path lifting to get a left cartesian 
: r =^di: Alp—^E and an isomorphism K: pr = do (which makes r into an arrow 
from E to A l p in JC/A). The universal property of the comma object A l p impHes 
that for fixed arrows e: K—>E, e': K—^A j 2-cells 7 : ie e' correspond to 
pairs 7o: pe doe', 71: pe pd^e' such that Ae' • 70 = 7i- These in turn, using the 
left cartesian-ness of x and the the isomorphism k: pr = do, correspond to 2-cells 
7 : e re'. 
Now define a 2-cell e: ir Iaip in KjA, using the universal property of A l p , to 
be the unique e such that do£, d^e are equal to the composites doir = pr = do and 
diir = r=^di respectively. In particular this definition ensures that qdi£ is invertible 
since x is left cartesian. It is now straightforward to show that if the 2-cell 7: e=>re' 
corresponds to 7: ie e' under the bijection of the last paragraph then it is the 
unique such 2-cell satisfying 7 = £ • 17. In other words i H r with counit e in )C, and 
£ is a suitable 2-cell in }C/A, therefore, by (4.11), ( i ,r) H (r, k) in }C/A with counit 
£ such that qdi£ is invertible as required. • 
4.13. If {p,E,q) is a left fibration then the unit 77 of the adjunction ip H r is an 
isomorphism. We show this by first noting that one of the triangle identities for 
Zp H r imphes that XH • ^ is an isomorphism. Now Ip = = pxip: p p so xh is 
a cartesian lift of Ip, as is any isomorphic 2-cell with domain 1^, like for instance 
X^ p • rj. But 7/ is the unique map factoring one of these lifts through the other, and 
so, by the usual essential uniqueness argument, it is an isomorphism. 
It follows, by (2.16), that for any left fibration {p,E,q): B—>A the right adjoint 
r: A I p >E to ip is a strong liberal. 
4.14. Notice that, if we know that {p,E,q) is discrete, as in (4.6), then it satisfies 
the property given in the last Proposition ilF z H r in 7C (with counit e such that 
qd-iE is invertible) and there exists some isomorphism pr = do-
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4.15. Clearly, if the span {p,E,q): B—^A is a left fibration then so is the derived 
span {p,E,gq): C—^A for all arrows g: B—>C. However, discreteness does not 
carry over under this process. 
4.16. For all arrows b: K—>B, if the span {p,E,q): B—>A is a left fibration 
then so is (ppr^, gx^ A', prj). 
Proof Using the isomorphism qr = qdi, obtained from dii = 1e and qdis: qdiir 
qdi, we may make the adjunction (z, r ) H (r, k) of Proposition 4.12 into an adjunction 
in Spn{fC){B,A), between spans {p,E,q) and { d o , A i p , q d i ) . Pseudopullback along 
b: K—^B determines a homomorphism of bicategories 
Spn(;C)(B, A)-^Spn{}C){K, A), 
and b*{p,E,q) ~ {ppv^^E gXb A,prj) . All that remains is to note that b* takes 
our adjunction in Spn(/C)(J5, A) to the one in Spn(AC)(A', A) (and therefore in fC/A) 
which is needed to demonstrate that {ppr^, EgXf,K, pr2) is a left fibration (cf. Propo-
sition 4.12). • 
4.17. Write tta^b for the replacement of the homomorphism tt when the bicategory 
fC is replaced by'Spn(X:)(5, A) (see (2.23), (2.25) and (4.4)). 
4.18. Proposition. In a conservational bicategory, if {p,E,q): B—>A is a left 
fibration then so is 7rA,B{p, E,q): B—>A. 
Proof E,q) = {u,D,v) is obtained from {p,E,q) by factoring the arrow 
{Piq)'- E—'^A X j5 up to isomorphism as a slib e: E—>D composed with a conser-
vative (u, v): D—^A X B. The squares in the following diagram are pseudopullbacks. 
Aip- • A\u 
d. 
•A^ X B 
dix B 
E D Ax B {u,v) 
Since K, is conservational, e' is slib. Replacing the left, right hand downward pointing 
arrows in the above diagram by r (which exists since {p,E^q) is a left fibration), 
do X B respectively, and applying (2.13), we obtain a new vertical middle arrow 
5 : A J. u—>D making the two new squares commute up to isomorphism. This arrow 
5 is our candidate for the required right adjoint to i^: D—^A J, u. 
To produce a counit iuS Iaiu we shall use the fact that composing on the 
right with e' is fully faithful (this is because e' is a coinverter by Theorem 2.19, so 
the functor JC{e\—) is an inverter, and hence fully faithful (1.10)). So we define 
( by the requirement that (e ' : i^se' e' is the composite of iuSe' = i^er = e'ipr 
and e'e: e'ipr e' . Checking that this is indeed a counit for an adjunction H 5 
is straightforward, then the remainder of the conditions on ( and 5, as required by 
(4.14), follow easily from those for ip H r. • 
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4.19. Proposition. In a conservational bicategory, for all spans {p,E,q): B—^A 
and {u,F,v): C—>B, the canonical strong liberal F — i n d u c e s an equiva-
lence 7rA,c{E Xb F)-^TrA,c{E x^ 7rB,ciF)). 
Proof. The two squares in the following diagram are pseudopullbacks. 
^E X C E X F B EX-KB,C{F). B 
AxF- ^Ax nB,c{F) 
{P,<l) X I c 
AxBxC 
The bottom composite is the factorization of x (u, t;) into a slib and cons. Since K 
is conservational, the top left arrow is slib. In order to obtain 'KA,C{E XB 
we factor EXBT^B,C{F)—>ExC—>AxC mio a slib and a cons. Composing this slib 
with the slib E X B F—>E xB 'KB,C[F), we obtain a factorization oi E X B F—>A x C 
into a shb and a cons. The result follows. • 
4.20. Theorem. Suppose fC is a faithfully conservational bicategory. There is a 
bicategory 
T = DFib(;C) 
whose objects are those of K, and whose homcategories are the categories A) = 
DFib(/C)(-B, A) of (4.9^. The identity arrow A—>A of this bicategory is the discrete 
fibration (c?o, ). The composition functor 
T{B,A) X T{C,B) 
takes discrete fibrations E: B—yA, F: C—>B to E o F = 7rA,c{E XBF): A—>C. 
Proof. If {p,E,q): B—^A, {u,F,v): C—>B are discrete fibrations then the span 
{ppT^,Eq XuF, V pr2) is both a left and right fibration (4.15), (4.16). So •ka,c{E XbF) 
is also a left and right fibration (4.18); but it is also discrete (2.25), (2.26). Therefore 
the proposed composite o F is a discrete fibration. By (4.19), we have canonical 
equivalences between the ternary composite EoFoG = 'KA^oiE XB F Xc G) and the 
bracketed iterated binary composites [E o F)oG and E o [F o G)\ these provide the 
canonical associativity isomorphisms {EoF)oG ->Eo{FoG) in Also, we 
have the equivalence and the shb r: Alp—>E (2.16), (4.12); so we 
have a canonical isomorphism A^oE—^E (and dually, EoA^-^^E) in T{B,A). 
The coherence properties of these isomorphisms, as required for a bicategory, are 
easily verified because of the universal nature of the construction. • 
4.21. Remark. Recall the convention introduced in (4.2) concerning spans in K 
and We defined right fibrations in terms of left fibrations using that convention, 
under which we now see that discrete fibrations in fC correspond to discrete fibrations 
in by a bijection which reverses their orientation. In fact there is a canonical 
strict isomorphism of bicategories DFib(;C)''P ^ DFib(;C'^°). 
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4.22 . There is an embedding homomorphism ( )*: JC—which we shall now 
describe. It is the identity on objects. The arrow / : B—>A of K is taken to the 
discrete fibration = {do, A^f, d^) : B—>A. The 2-cell a: f=^g: B—>A is taken 
to the (isomorphism class of the) arrow Ala: {do, A j, f,di)—y{do,A J. g,di) of 
spans induced, using the comma object property of ^ J. by the 2-cell obtained by 
pasting <7 to the square which exhibits as a comma object. It is straightforward 
(compare [22]) to see that we do have a homomorphism of bicategories and that it 
is locally fully faithful. 
4 .23 . Proposition. For each arrow f: B—>A in K- the discrete fibration f* = 
{doJi A,di): A — i s right adjoint to f^: B—^A in T = DFib(X:). 
Proof. The "composition" arrow </i: A ^ — i s slib (2.16), (2.17), and it provides 
an arrow from (c?o,c?2) to {do,di) in KjA x A. Applying pseudopullback along 
f X f: B X B—^A X A, we obtain a slib ( / j A) Xa {A i f)—^f j / in KjB x B. 
Hence f* o f^ is just / j / . The unit n: B^—| / for the adjunction is the arrow 
of spans induced by / A : fdo /c?i: B^—>A. 
The composite / » o / * in .F can be obtained by factoring the composite of the 
obvious arrow {A i f) Xb {f i A)—^A^ and di: A^—into a slib {A If) XB{f 
A)—»•/» o / * and a conservative m : o / *—^A^] this last arrow m is the counit. 
One of the adjunction triangle conditions follows from the diagram below, which is 
commutative up to isomorphism, while the other follows by weak duality in /C. • 
{Aif)xB' .{Aif)x{f[A)x{Aif). 
D A 
{Aif)x{fif) 
D 
A^x{Aif). 
A 
/ . o r x ( A i / ) 
A 
•A'x{Aif) 
A 
Aif: •Aif 
"A X B 
4.24. Remark. Notice that, by taking mates of the structural 2-cells of the homo-
morphism ( ) , : K under the adjunctions H / * , we get a homomorphism 
( ) * : — I n fact, the strict isomorphism jr°P = DFib(X;)°P ^ DFib(K:^°) (cf. 
Remark 4.21) identifies ( )* with ( ) , : —^DFib(;C^°). 
4.25. Proposition. For each arrow {p,E,q): B—>A in T, there is a canonical 
isomorphism E = p* o q*. 
Proof Let P = {A ip) Xe {q i B). Since (p, E, q) is a left fibration, there is a right 
adjoint r : A l p — ^ E to ip with invertible unit. Following the argument of (4.16) we 
consider ip H r as an adjunction in Spn{}C){A, B), then apply the homomorphism 
Spn{fC){A, B) ^ ^^ 
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Notice that we have canonical equivalences P c^ {A i p) qdi Xdo E gXdo 
which we compose with r x^B^ to get an arrow s: P — ^ q l B such that {pdo,di)s = 
(doprijC^iprj). 
Now r is a right adjoint with invertible unit, as is r XEB , since homomorphisms 
preserve such things, and it follows that s is as well, so s is slib by (2.16). We also 
have the shb r': q I B — b y (4.13), such that {p,q)r' ^ (pdo.di). Finally we 
construct p* o q* by factoring (c?opri, c?ipi^): P—>A x B into a shb followed by a 
cons, but (c?opr,,c?ipr2) = {pdo,di)s = {p,q)r's where r's is shb (being a composite 
of such) and (p, q) is cons, therefore E = p^ o q* as required. • 
4.26. Proposition. Suppose that {p,E,q): B—yA is an arrow in T. 
(a) For any arrow f : C—^A in fC, one has f*oE = (pri,C fXpE,qpr2). 
(b) For any left fibration g: A—>C in KL, one has g^ o E = T^C,B{9PI E, q). 
Proof. 
(a) By (4.15) and (4.16) jXpE^qpr^) satisfies left and right lifting; discreteness 
is obtained using the discreteness of {p, E,q) and the pseudopullback property of 
C fXpE. So (pr^  J XpE,q prj) is a discrete fibration. We also have a factorization 
of ( / i yl) XAE f i p—>C X 5 as a composite / i p — / Xp E—>C x B where 
the first arrow is a right adjoint for the canonical C fXp E—yf [p with invertible 
unit. So, by (2.16) the result follows. 
(b) Using the left fibration properties of {p,E,q) and g , we obtain a right adjoint 
r to the canonical i: E >C | gp with invertible unit, and this adjunction naturally 
sits in Spn(;C)(C, B), cf. (4.16). This gives a factorization o{ { d g) XA E C i gp 
into the slib r followed by {gp,q): E—>C x B. Hence the result. • 
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§5. MODULATED BICATEGORIES 
5.1. In this section we introduce some elementary conditions on K which imply 
some desirable properties of the bicategory T = DFib(A;^) which we constructed in 
the last section. In particular we show that T has lax limits of 1-cells ( these are 
dual to the collages of [23]). As corollaries we will see that ( ) C — p r e s e r v e s 
the terminal object, binary products and some cotensors. This, in turn, is enough 
to show that T has all finite local limits (cf. [23],[5]). 
5.2. A bicategory K is called comodulated when it is faithfully conservational and 
satisfies two extra axioms: 
(v) for all pairs of arrows / : A — g : B — b o t h of the canonical projections 
d-o- f i 9 — : / J. 9—^B are strong liberal; 
(vi) for all conservative arrows (ai ,a2,«3) : ^ — x x A3 with factorizations 
(as, 03) = i i e i : X — x A3, (oi, as) = >262: ^ — x A3, 
(01,02) = I 3 E 3 : ^ — > A I X A2 
into conservative ji and strong liberal Ci, if / : K—>X is such that e^f, 62/, 
63/ are all strong liberal then / is strong liberal. 
A bicategory )C is called modulated when is comodulated. 
5.3. Remark. The weak dual of a (co)modulated bicategory K, is again (co)-
modulated. 
5.4. We refer to [22] and [21] for some background to the following definitions. 
Given a small bicategory B let Bicat(B'^°, denote the usual bicategory of 
comorphisms, optransformations and modifications. The lax limit of a comorphism 
T: B consists of a 0-cell llim(T) G T and an optransformation / : A C — ^ T , 
C- C 
IB 
TB 
Ib' 
TB' T/3 
composition with which induces an equivalence of categories 
for each 0-cell X T. For instance, a comonad in T is no more nor less than a 
comorphism 1 — t h e lax limit of a comonad (if it exists) is its associated object 
of Eilenberg-Moore coalgebras. 
Notice that [23] and [5] make heavy use of lax cohmits, which they call collages. In 
fact we are interested in precisely the same glueing constructions, but in the context 
of T they present themselves as lax limits. This difference stems from the fact that 
the bicategories of [23] and [5] correspond to the dual . 
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5.5. The principal result of this section will show that T has lax limits of all 
1-cells; that is lax Hmits of normal comorphisms with domain 2. An lax cone 
over a discrete fibration {p,E,q): B—with vertex C comprises a pair of 1-cells 
{UQ, Fo,VO): C—yA and C—>B accompanied by a 2-cell [s,(F)]: FQ 
E o Fi: C—^A. In particular notice that the pair p* : E — q ^ : E—fB may be 
made into an lax cone over {p,E,q): 
(2) 
{P,F,q) 
Here the 2-cell 7 is constructed by composing p*or}q\ p* o o , where rjq is the 
unit of the adjunction q^ H q* of Proposition 4.23, with the isomorphism obtained 
by applying — o to the 2-cell p^ 0 q* = E oi Proposition 4.25. 
5.6. Recall from [23],[5] that we say that T has local finite limits if each homset 
T{C,B) has all finite limits and furthermore these are preserved by left and right 
compositions 
:F{C,B)-^—^nc.A) 
for all discrete fibrations (p, E, q): B—^A and (u, F, v): D— 
5.7. Remark. As an example of the relationship between local limits and lax lim-
its, which will be useful later on, we consider the following. Let C be a small category 
and 2(C) the bicategory with two 0-cells 0 and 1, with 2(C)(1,0) = C, and with no 
other non-trivial 1- or 2-cells. Now suppose that T has local limits parameterised 
by C. Then we may calculate the lax limit of any normal comorphism T 2 ( C ) — 
as that of the 1-cell (lim^ T( —)): T(0)—>2^(1) (where one of these lax hmits exists 
iff the other one does). 
To establish this result it is enough to provide (natural) equivalences between 
categories of lax cones over these diagrams. An lax cone 7 over T with vertex X 
consists of a pair of 1-cells 70: X — 7 1 : X—>T(1) and a family of 2-cells 
7o T(c) o 7i for c G obj(C). The coherence conditions that these 2-cells must 
satisfy, with respect to the 2-cellular structure of 2(C), amount to saying that they 
form a cone over the functor T(—) o 7^: C — T ( 0 ) ) with vertex 70. 
The appropriate observation at this stage is that the preservation of local limits 
of type C by composition ensures that lim^(r(—) o 71) = (hm^T(—)) o 7^. So the 
family of 2-cells associated with the lax cone 7 , which we know forms a cone over 
T( —) o 7i, factors to yield a unique 2-cell 7 : 70 (lim^ T{—)) o 71. In other words, 
we get the 2-cell in a lax cone (70,71,7) over the 1-cell lim^ This construction 
is clearly reversible, giving us the required equivalences of lax cone categories. • 
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5.8. Remark. It is straightforward to show that the horn-categories of T possess 
finite limits. First notice that there is a reflection from the sHce K / A x B into 
its full sub-bicategory of discrete fibrations from B to A. But slices and reflective 
full sub-bicategories of the finitely complete bicategory K are also finitely complete. 
Now the category was constructed by factoring out isomorphism classes of 
1-cells in this (locally discrete) bicategory of discrete fibrations. All that remains 
for us is to remark that under this process the finite bicategorical limits, which we 
know exist, factor to corresponding categorical limits in T { B , A ) . 
We must work harder to prove that these finite hmits in the hom-categories of 
T are preserved by left and right composition. To do so we will ultimately use the 
following result: 
5.9. Lemma. If K is a faithfully conservational bicategory and the homomorphism 
( )*: A C — p r e s e r v e s cotensors with the finite category C^ then each hom cate-
gory T{B, A) has finite limits parameterised by C and, for each discrete fibration 
F: C—>B, these are preserved by — oF: T{B,A)— 
Proof. For any object A £ K there is a cotensor A^ G /C, which comes equipped 
with a functor tt: C inducing an equivalence 
(3) p - ^ } C { B , A f 
for each object B £ fC (cf. (1.8)). The assumption that this is preserved by ( ) , 
simply means that the composite 
(4) C ^ A) ^ ^ A) 
induces an equivalence 
(5) H B ^ A " " ) 
for each object B. 
For any category B let Ab : B — d e n o t e the usual functor, which takes an 
object 6 G B to the functor A{, : C — ^ B "constant at 6". By definition the category 
B admits limits of type C iff A® has a right adjoint. The equivalence (3) ensures that 
there is an (essentially unique) arrow A : A — s u c h that ^ ( A ) = ^K:{A,A){}A)-
Notice that, since the map tt' in (5) is induced by the composite in (4), we have 
7r'(A*) = and a diagram: 
HB.A) 
A . o - / 
(6) 
c A^) A) 
It follows that A;r(B,>i) has a right adjoint iff the functor A* o — does, but A^ has 
a right adjoint A* in T (see Proposition (4.23)), which gives rise to an adjunction 
A , o - H A* o - : HB, A). 
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It remains to prove the preservation property mentioned in the lemma. Firstly 
we may recast this to postulate that the mate [12] of the invertible 2-cell 
(7) -oF ( - o F ) c 
under the adjunctions Ajr(B,>l) ^ and A;r(c,yi) ^ , is an isomorphism as 
well. But the canonical isomorphisms in the squares 
-oF -oF -oF 
A* o -
-oF 
are mates under the adjunctions A , o — H A* o —, and the left hand square may be 
obtained by pasting copies of the triangle in (6) onto the square in (7). It follows, 
from the right hand square, that the mate of (7) is also an isomorphism. • 
5.10. Remark. To obtain the conclusion of the last lemma for all finite limits, it 
is enough to check that ( ) » : f C — p r e s e r v e s the terminal object, binary products 
and cotensors with P, where F is the category consisting of a parallel pair of arrows 
between two different objects: 
This simply reflects the fact that the finite hmits in a hom category A) may be 
constructed using its terminal object, binary products and equalizers, when these 
exist. 
5.11. Remark. Suppose we knew the conclusion of lemma (5.9) held for every 
bicategory of discrete fibrations T — DFib(/C) constructed from a comodulated 
bicategory /C. Of course K^" is comodulated iff K is (5.3) and = DFib(;C'=°) 
(4.21), so it follows that both T and satisfy the conclusion of the lemma. This 
would serve to demonstrate that T has local finite limits, as defined in (5.6), since 
the preservation property of the lemma, for the dual ^ is no more than the second 
one given in (5.6) for J^ itself. 
5.12. For the remainder of this section we will assume that we are working within 
a comodulated bicategory K. 
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5.13. Proposition. If {p,E,q) is a left (resp. right) fibration then p (resp. q) is 
strong liberal. 
Proof The arrow i: A—>A J, p has a right adjoint r: A i p—^A in K/A (4.12) with 
invertible counit, therefore r is slib, by (4.13) and pr = (IQ: A [ p—^A. Now, by 
(5.2)(v), c?o is strong hberal, therefore it follows from (2.12) that p is slib as well. • 
5.14. Remark. In what follows it will sometimes aid intuition and make arguments 
easier to adopt the terminology and informal notation of "generalised elements". 
When we write a Gx and say a is an object of A defined at X, we are really 
referring to a 1-cell a: X—>A. Similarly [a: a a') Ex or in words a is a 
morphism or arrow of yl from a to a' defined at X, denotes a2-cell a: a=^a': X—>A. 
Of course the foundation on which such a notation rests is simply the ubiquitous 
bicategorical Yoneda lemma [22] and so its advantages extend beyond saving space 
and time. This is especially apparent when working with all kinds of limit construc-
tion. For instance it is natural to write the generalised objects of a comma object 
f i g triples (a Gx ^x B,^: fa ^ ga Gx C) (or simply fa gb)), 
with generalised morphisms from to (a', 6',7') as pairs (a Gx A,/3 Gx B) 
with y • fa — g/3 • 
We do not propose to spend any time developing a formal theory supporting this 
notation. Rather we encourage the reader to gain an intuition for it by translating 
some of the proofs given in earlier sections. 
5 .15. Proposition. If {p,E,q)-. B—>A is a discrete fibration and g: A—>C any 
right fibration then one has E = 'Kc,B{gPi E,q) (compare with 4.26(b)). 
Proof First consider the 1-cell g: Alp—|gp which is induced, via the universal 
property of C j c/p, by the 2-cell g\: gd^ gpdo: A[p—>C. Here A: di =^pdo is the 
canonical 2-cell associated with the comma object Alp. In other words the 1-cell g 
carries an object (a, e, a : a => pe) Gx A I p to {ga, e.,ga: ga gpe) Gx C J. and 
a morphism (r, k) : (a, e, a) (a', e', a') Gx ^ i P to [gr, « ) Gx C" i gp-
Notice that a 2-cell {p.,x)'- (^'^e'jO;') Gx J. p is right cartesian for g 
if /9: a a' Gx ^ is right cartesian for r^, so how would we obtain a cartesian lift of 
a morphism (//, x ) ct) (c, e ' ,7) Gx i gP- First hft fi: ga c Ex C along 
g to & right cartesian p\ a a' Gx ^ (accompanied by an isomorphism r : ga' = c 
such that T • gp = //), then notice that the pair (p^x) is a morphism oi C I gp 
so we know that g{px • ct) = 1 • P- Therefore, since p is right cartesian for f^, 
PX • ct factors as a' • p for a unique a': a' pe' with got = 7 • r . Now we have 
constructed a object (a ' ,e ' ,a ' ) , a right cartesian (p, x ) - (^5^5^) for g 
and an isomorphism (r, l^i): g{a', e', a ' ) (c, e', 7) with (r, Ig') • g{p, x ) = {p, x) , or 
in other words this is the required cartesian lift. It follows that ^ is a right fibration 
and as such Proposition 5.13 imphes that it is a strong liberal. 
We construct g^oEhy factoring the 1-cell {dQ,qdx): CIgp—>C x B into a strong 
liberal e: C J. gp—>g* o E followed by a conservative ( w , f ) : g* o E—>C x B. The 
composite {do,qdi)gip: E—>C x 5 is isomorphic to {gp,q) so we have established 
the proposition if we can prove that egip is a strong liberal. 
Consider the counit e : i^r of the adjunction ip H r associated with the 
left fibration {p,E,q). We know, from the statement of Proposition 4.12, that qdi£ 
is an isomorphism, and the third paragraph of its proof demonstrates that d^e is 
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isomorphic as well. Now the 1-cell {gdo,qdi): A [p—>C x B may be factored as 
eg-. A I p—^g^ o E followed by {u,v): g^ o E—vC x B which is conservative so, 
since we know that {gdo, qdi)£ is isomorphic, it follows that ege provides us with an 
isomorphism between egipr and eg. Of course we know that r (as a right adjoint with 
invertible unit), e and g are all strong liberals therefore we may use the composition 
and cancellation rules of 2.12 to show that egip is shb as required. • 
5.16. Construction. The aim of the next few propositions will be to establish 
that the lax cone in (2) presents E as the lax limit of the 1-cell (p, E, q) in The 
following construction will be crucial to that end. 
Suppose is a lax cone over E as above, then the composite E o Fi is 
formed by factoring E XB F^—>C x A into a strong hberal I: E XB Fi—>E o Fi 
followed by a conservative {k,w): E o Fi—>C x A. Now form the pullback: 
H 
(8) m u rs^ 
Fo ^ E o F , 
It is useful to think of H as the collage of the gamut (£•, Fo, F\,s) (cf. [22]), although 
we will not need to prove that result. All we need is the following lemma: 
5.17. Proposition. The span (pr^i, if , Uom): C >E is a discrete fibration, as is 
Fi—>A. 
Proof. First notice that the two results we wish to prove are dual, we obtain the 
second by reinterpreting the first in the bicategory This works simply because 
reversing the 2-cells of /C corresponds to reversing the 1-cells of (cf. 4.2 and 4.21). 
Discreteness: It is important to notice that we have a chain of isomorphisms vom = 
wsm = wit = vipvp^t so {pTEt,Vom) = and dually an isomorphism 
ppTpt = uom. Now we know that t is conservative, since it is a pullback of the 
conservative s, but how about (pr^;, pr^^)? Suppose that the morphism a: h ^ 
h' ex H has both pr^a and invertible then, since gpr^; = wipr^^, we also 
know that Wj pr^jO- is an isomorphism. But (wi, ^i ) is conservative which implies that 
pvp^Q is an isomorphism, which in turn allows us to infer that a is invertible from 
the fact that (pr^jpr^J is conservative as well. Dually {uom,pTp^t) is conservative. 
Left Fibration: Firstly it is easily seen that a morphism a\ h ^ h' Ex B is 
left cartesian for (pr^t, B,Vom) if both of ma and pip^ta are left cartestians for 
and (u i ,F i , t ; i ) respectively. So how might we lift a morphism a : e 
pvpih Ex F to such a left cartesian arrow? 
(1) Apply q: E—>A to a and compose the result with the isomorphism qpxp-th = 
Ui pvp^th and then lift the result to obtain a left cartesian arrow x' fi pvpth for 
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the span {ui,Fi,Vi) along with an isomorphism r : Ui/i = ^e such that the diagram 
Ulfl > Q 
UiX 
Ml pvpth • 
qa 
qpvEth 
commutes. This of course means that we have formed an object (e, / i , r ) £x E x b F i 
and a morphism (a, x ) : (e, / i , t ) th. 
(2) Apply p: E >A to a and compose with the isomorphism obtained by right 
apphcation of h to ppr^t = uom (cf. proof of discreteness above), then lift the 
result to obtain a left cartesian arrow p: fg^^mh for the span (wq,-Po, ^^ o) along with 
an isomorphism k : Wq/o = pe-
(3) Now s is a map of discrete fibrations so sp: sfo smh is left cartesian for 
{k, E o Fi, w). From the proof of 4.16 it is clear that /(a, x) is also left cartesian for 
{k,E o since x is left cartesian for (ui, Fi, Ui). Composing the isomorphisms 
ksfo = Wo/o^  '^ofo — P^ and pe = fc/(e,/i,r) we get an isomorphism k,' which is 
easily shown to make the square 
ksfo-
ksp 
K' 
kl{e,fi,T) 
kl{a,x) 
ksmh kuh kith 
commute. So by the universal properties of sp and /(a, x) there exists an unique 
isomorphism A: sfo = l{e,fi,T) such that the diagram 
(9) 
sfo 
sp 
smh 
X 
/ ( e , / i , r ) 
uh Uh 
commutes and k\ — k'. 
The isomorphism A completes the definition of an object ( (e, /o , r ) , / i , A) H 
and the commutative square (9) ensures that the the pair {{a,x)-,p) becomes an 
arrow ( ( e , / i , r ) , / o , A) h. As we mentioned at the beginning of this proof, the 
fact that X a^ nd p are left cartesian (for Fq and F^ resp.) imphes that ((a,x), /3) 
itself is left cartesian for (pr^i, i / , Uo" )^ and it is clearly a lift of a as required. So 
{px^t^H^Vom) is a left fibration, and dually [uom, H.pvp^t) is a right fibration. 
Right Fibration: We know that and (ui,Fi,Ui) are both right 
fibrations, therefore the composite Uipr^ Tj^ : H—>C is a right fibration. We also 
have a sequence of isomorphisms Vj pvp^t = wit = wsm = vom so vom: H—^C is 
a right fibration as well. To lift an arrow Vi pvp^th c Ex C we first hft it to a 
right cartesian for {ui,Fi,Vi) and then lift again (as above) to H thereby obtaining 
an arrow a: h h' with pTp^ta, pr^ta and ma all right cartesian for Fi,E and Fo 
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respectively. Therefore p^j^ta and UiT^Xp^ ta are both isomorphisms, but uipr^j = 
gpr^ so is invertible. The pair {p,q) is conservative which imphes that 
pr^ia is isomorphic and so a is right cartesian for the span This 
establishes that ^Vqiti) is a right fibration and dually {uom, H^-pxp^t) is a left 
fibration. • 
5.18. Theorem. The lax cone (p*,g*,7) in diagram (2) displays E as the lax limit 
of the 1-cell (p, E, q): B—in T. 
Proof. For each 0-cell C € ^ composition with the cone gives a functor 
— ^ (p, O C, O G, 7 O G) 
which we must prove to be an equivalence, but we have 
(a) {uo,Fo,vo) = p. o {f,G,g) = 7CA,cipf,G,g) by Proposition 4.26(b), since p is a 
left fibration. Of course this means that there is a strong liberal Cq : G such 
that {pf,g) = (Mo,uo)eo. 
(b) (wi,Fi,?;i) = q^ o (f,G,g) = 7rB,c{qf,G,g) by Proposition 5.15, since g is a 
right fibration. This means that there is a strong liberal ei : G along with an 
isomorphism 6: {qf,g) = {ui^vi)ei. 
Now consider the diagram 
G-
eo 
(10) 
Fo 
E xF^ 
B 
I 
EoFi 
AxC 
where the isomorphism qf = UjCi, comprising part of the data for the top arrow 
in this diagram, is in fact the second component of the isomorphism 6: [qf, g) = 
(wi , f i )e i in (b) above and ^ is constructed in the obvious way from the various 
isomorphisms (A;, tu)/( / , ei, ^b) = (p pr^, ui pr^J( / , ei, 6/5) = {pf .Vit i ) , (uo,uo)eo = 
{pf,g) and ViCi = g. But Cq is strong hberal and {k,w) is conservative so our 
diagram factorises uniquely (up to isomorphism) as 
(11) EoFi 
AxC 
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(cf. 2.13). It is straightforward to check that the isomorphism class [s, </>] is precisely 
the composite •y o H. We leave the action of on 2-cells a: H => H': C—^E up 
to the reader to determine. 
Our description of and Proposition 5.17, clearly indicate that Construc-
tion 5.16 may be used to provide a potential equivalence inverse: 
-nc.E) 
vom) 
Examining the definition of {pr^t^H^Vom) reveals that there is a natural way to 
define the action of ^'q on modifications of lax cones, but again we leave the details 
up to the reader. It remains to provide natural isomorphisms ^c^ ' c — ^ ^^d 
= 1-
1: Recall the isomorphisms UQm = '^ o'^ n = vipvp^t, from the 
"discreteness" portion of the proof of Proposition 5.17, and qpv^ = pr^ j^ which 
give us {ppT^t,Vom) = {uoyVo)m and {qpTpt,vom) = But m: H—>Fo , 
as a pullback of the strong hberal I: E Xb Fi—>E o Fi, is strong liberal, so o 
H = •KA,cipp%t,H,vom) = {uq,Fo,vi). Similarly Propositions 5.17 and 5.13 im-
ply that pTp t^ is a right fibration and thus a strong liberal, therefore q^  o H ^ 
It remains to show that composing these isomorphisms with 'y o H: p^ o H 
£ " 0 ( 5 . 0 H) gives us the 2-cell that we started with. This though is quite 
straightforward, because in this case diagram (10) reduces to one of the form 
H 
m 
Fo 
E X B 
I 
EoFi 
AxC 
which can be shown to factor, as in (11), into a composite of the pullback square in 
(8) and the triangle associated with the original map of discrete fibrations [s,(jf> . 
In summary, for each lax cone (Fq, F i , 5) over E we have constructed the required 
isomorphism = (Fo ,F i , s ) . We leave the naturality of these up to 
the reader to check. 
— 1- Starting with a discrete fibration {f,G,g): C—^E, the construction 
of { F o , F i , s ) = ^ c i f i G ^ g ) adumbrated above produces, as a byproduct, the fac-
tored diagram (11). But H is formed by pulling I back along s, as in (8), so its 
universal property ensures that we get an (essentially) unique 1-cell d: G—^H and 
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a factorisation of the square in (11) viz: 
G 
(12) 
EoFx 
Of course we have VotQ = g (by definition of cq, see (a) above), and pr£:(/, e, 6b) = f 
which we compose with the isomorphisms in the triangles of our diagram, then 
combine to get ip: {f,g) = {pv^t,vom)d. In this way we have constructed a 2-cell 
'd,i()]: (f,G,g) {pT^t,H,Vom) in what's more the collection of these form 
a natural transformation 1 ^'c^c- Now c?, as a map of discrete fibrations, is 
conservative; so in order to prove that [c?, ij)] is an isomorphism in T all that remains 
is to show that it is strong liberal as well. 
It is here that we finally get to apply axiom 5.2(vi) from the definition of a 
comodulated bicategory. The maps (p, q): E — x B and (pr^jt, VQm): H—>E x C 
are conservative so it follows that {p pr^i, q pr^ ;^ , vom): H—^AxBxC is conservative 
as well. We have already come across the first two of the following factorisations 
into conservatives following strong liberals (cf. proof of ^ c ^ c — 
{qpv^t,Vom) = {uo,VQ)m: H^B x C (ppr£i,Uom) = {ui,Vi)pTp^t: H-^A x C 
For the last one, {p,q) is conservative (by the discreteness of {p,E,q)) and Proposi-
tions 5.17 and 5.13 demonstrate that pr^ ;^  is a left fibration and thus a strong liberal. 
Composing d with each of these strong liberals in turn, and using the isomorphisms 
in (12), we get md = to, pxp^td = pr^j ( / , ei, ^b) = ei and pr^td = prjg(/, ei, ^b) = /• 
Notice though that eo and ei are strong liberals (by definition) as is / (since it is a 
left fibration), so we may apply axiom 5.2(vi) and infer that rf is a strong liberal as 
well. • 
5.19. Proposition. The inclusion ()*: K,—>!F preserves the terminal object of)C. 
Proof. The category 1) is non-empty, since it contains the discrete fibration 
(•,yl , id^) , where • : A—>1 is the (essentially) unique 1-cell required by the ter-
minahty of 1. Any other discrete fibration {p,E,q): A—)-l has {p,q): E — x A 
conservative and equivalent to q: E—which is slib by (5.13). So q is an equiv-
alence. It follows that 1) is discrete, and so equivalent to 1. • 
5.20. Proposition. The inclusion ()* : K—yT preserves the binary products of)C. 
Proof. By applying Proposition 5.9 to the result of Proposition 5.19 we establish 
that T possesses local terminal objects. Remark 5.8 demonstrates that the terminal 
object in T{B.,A) is the discrete fibration (pr^,^ x B^prg)-
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Clearly the lax limit of the normal comorphism 1 0 1 which picks out a pair 
objects A , B £ is no more or less than their product in Remark 5.7 implies that 
we can express this lax limit as that of the terminal 1-cell (pr^, ylxBjpr^) G A), 
so by Theorem 5.18 the diagram 
AxB 
( p r ^ ) . / \ ( p r s ) * 
B 
displays a product in as required. • 
5.21. Proposition. The inclusion ( )»: JC—preserve cotensors with P. 
Proof. By applying Proposition 5.9 to the result of Proposition 5.20 we establish 
that possesses all local binary (and therefore finite) products. Remark 5.8 demon-
strates that the product of discrete fibrations (p,E,q) and {p',E',q') in J^{B,A) is 
simply the discrete fibration {ppv^^E XAXB 
The lax hmit of the comorphism T : P — w h i c h sends both non-identity arrows 
of P to the identity 1-cell {do, A^, di) : A—yA, is precisely the cotensor of A with P 
in T . We have seen that T has local finite products, so Remark 5.7 can be applied to 
show that the lax hmit of T may be obtained as that of the 1-cell obtained by taking 
the product of two copies of (c^ o, in T{A,A). But the pullback A^ X^XA 
which occurs in the construction of this product of 1-cells, is equivalent to so 
the lax limit of T is also equivalent to that of the discrete fibration {do,A^,di). 
Theorem 5.18 demonstrates that the lax limit of this final 1-cell (and so of T) in T 
is as required. • 
5.22. Theorem. T has all local finite limits. 
Proof. Finally, applying Proposition 5.9 to the result of Proposition 5.21 we establish 
that T also has local equalisers. This completes the list of local limits required for 
the construction of all finite local hmits (cf. Remark 5.10). • 
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§6. CONSTRUCTING MODULATED BICATEGORIES 
6.1. In this section we will examine the principal construction giving rise to mod-
ulated bicategories. We start with a bicategory M (which in practice will be some 
bicategory of enriched or internal profunctors) possessing: 
(i) finite bicategorical coproducts; 
(ii) the Kleisli object for each monad; 
(iii) local finite cohmits (which we should recall are, by definition, preserved by 
composition on both sides). 
We call such a bicategory M a finitary cosmos [23 . 
An arrow / in Ai is called a map when it has a right adjoint f*. We will adopt 
the convention of using r j j : \ f*f and £ / : / / * =4- 1 to denote the unit and counit 
of such a map. Let M * denote the (locally full) sub-bicategory of M. with the same 
0-cells and only those 1-cells which are maps. 
6.2. For a monad m on an object A in a bicategory Ai , we always denote the unit 
a n d m u l t i p l i c a t i o n hy t]: m a n d fx: mm m. A n m-algebra into X is a pa i r 
(G,a) where a: A >X is a 1-cell and a: am ^^ a is a 2-cell satisfying a • ar/ = la 
and a • afi = a • am. The category of m-algebras into X is the 
Eilenberg-Moore category for the monad M{m,X) on the category M{A,X). An 
m-algebra (a, Of) into K presents that 0-cell as the Kleisli object of m if composition 
with (a, a ) provides us with an equivalence 
M { K , X ) 
for each 0-cell X . In fact a monad m is precisely a morphism of bicategories 1 
m-algebras into X are no more than lax cones under that diagram (with vertex X ) 
and the Kleisli object of m (if it exists) is its lax (bi)colimit. 
6 .3. Recall that an arrow in a category is called an extremal epic when it is epic, 
and any monic into its target, through which it factors, is invertible. 
A m a p e : A—>B in A4 is cal led Cauchy dense when its couni t Se : ee* \ b is a n 
extremal epic in the category M{B,B). It was essentially proved in Proposition 1 
of [23] that the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) e: A—>B is Cauchy dense; 
(b) the diagram 
ee*£e 
ee*ee* ^ ee* £e 
SeCe 
is a c o e q u a h s e r in M{B,B)-, 
(c) for all 0-cells JS^ , the functor M{e,X): M{B,X)—yM(A,X) is conservative, 
in other words e is hberal as a 1-cell of M (cf 2.1, 2.2); 
(d) the 0-cell B, 1-cell e and 2-cell e^e provide a Kleish construction for the 
monad on A generated by e H e*; 
(e) the 0-cell B, 1-cell e* and 2-cell 6*6^ provide an Eilenberg-Moore construction 
for the monad on A generated by e H e*; 
(f) e* is conservative as a 1-cell of M . 
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Proof. The equivalence of (b),(c) and (d) was given in Proposition 1 of [23]. The 
equivalence of (b), (e) and (f) follows from the same proposition, but this time 
interpreted in the dual bicategory That (b) implies (a) is trivial, since regular 
epics are extremal. It remains to see that (a) implies (b). 
Since composition preserves local epics, each m£e- met* m is epic; so A4(e,X) 
is faithful for all X when £e is epic. Take the coequaliser 7 : ee* n of ee*£e and 
EeC* in M{B,B). Then there exists //: n Ijg with £e = /X7. Since M.{e,B) takes 
the diagram of (b) to a spht coequaliser and preserves the coequaliser 7 , we have 
that fie is invertible. But M.{e,B) is faithful, so /x is monic. Finally if £e is extremal 
epic, it factors through the monic //, which is therefore invertible, proving that (a) 
implies (b). • 
6.4. A map / : A—>B is called faithful when its unit TJJ: 1A f*f is a monic in 
A4{A,A). Call / fully faithful when rjj is invertible. 
It was shown in Proposition 1 of [23] that each map / : A — ^ B factors up to 
isomorphism as je where j is a fully faithful map and e is Cauchy dense. The map 
e is obtained by taking the Kleisli construction of the monad associated with the 
adjunction / H /* . 
6.5. For each arrow m: A — t h e r e is a universal diagram 
{m,A) 
in M; that is, the cocomma object (m. A) of m, exists. The cospan {di, (m, A), do) 
from ^ to B is called the cone on m. To construct (m, B) one takes the Kleish 
construction for the monad (^^ ) on the coproduct A® B (cf. [29] for details of 
this matrix notation). It follows that di and do are fully faithful maps such that 
(di^do): A ® B—> is Cauchy dense, the 2-cell m d^do induced by // is 
invertible, and d^di is initial in Ai{B,A) (cf. [23] Proposition 1). When m = 
note that (m. A) is the tensor product 2* A of the category 2 with the 0-cell A G M. 
More generally. Proposition 1 of [23] gives the construction for collages of mor-
phisms of bicategories from a finite bicategory into M . It was noted that the 
coprojections into a collage are maps, and a 1-cell out of a collage is a map precisely 
when its composite with all coprojections is a map. It was also noted, in Proposi-
tion 3 of the same paper, that, if is a finitary cosmos (cf. 6.1 above) then so is 
This follows from the fact, established there, that each collage in M provides 
a collage for the corresponding morphism into M"^, by taking right adjoints of the 
coprojections and forming a lax cocone in In particular, coproducts are also 
products and Kleisli objects are also Eilenberg-Moore objects. For this reason we 
may use the "direct sum" notation A Q B, for coproducts in A4, and matrices to 
describe 1-cells between such coproducts. 
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6,6, Let m be a monad on A and (a, a ) be an m-algebra presenting K as a Kleisli 
object for m. If is an m-algebra into X with / a map, then there is an 
essentially unique map h: K — ^ X with an isomorphism of m-algebras r : h { a , a ) = 
( / , V')- So the transpose m / * / of i/j under the adjunction / H / * is invertible iff 
the transpose of ha under the adjunction ha H a*h* is an isomorphism. This latter 
transpose is given by the calculation: 
ham — ^ ha 
am ^ ^a > h*ha 
*-a*a ^a*h*ha 
h - \ h ' 
a a* 
Since (a, a ) presents the Kleisli object of m, we know that d is an isomorphism; 
furthermore a is Cauchy dense, so 6.3 imphes that a is conservative and a* is liberal 
in It follows that the bottom line of our calculation is an isomorphism iff the 
unit r//i: 1 h*h is invertible. In other words the map h induced by ( / , V') is fully 
faithful iff the transpose xp: m f*f is an isomorphism. 
6.7, As we observed (in 6.2) monads in A4 are precisely morphisms 1 — w e 
need to make explicit the notion of optransformation between such morphisms. Let 
{ m , and {n^piniVn) be monads on A and B respectively. A monad morphism 
(u, : m n consists of a 1-cell u: A—and a 2-cell </>: um nu which is 
compatible with units and multiplications, in the sense that the diagrams 
(hm nd) 
umm — num ^ nnu 
UfX m UnU 
um ^nu 
<P 
commute. We will often consider morphisms between monads on the same 0-cell A 
with U = in that case we drop explicit mention of 1a, SO long as no confusion 
could arise by doing so. We say that a monad morphism ( u , ( f ) is strong if ( j ) is an 
isomorphism. Monad morphisms generalise algebras, for instance an m-algebra into 
X is precisely a monad morphism from m to the identity monad on X. 
Let {a, a) present K as the Kleisli object of m, and (6,/?) present L as the Kleisli 
object of n. Using the compatibility conditions on </>, it is easily checked that the 
pair {bu,/3u • bcf)) is an m-algebra into L; so there is an essentially unique 1-cell 
(m, ( j ) ) : K—with (m, a) = {bu, j^u • hcj)), and this is a map if u is. 
If w is a map then the transpose of I3u • b4>: bum bu, under the adjunction 
bu H u*6*, can be obtained via the following calculation: , H ^u , 
bum bnu ^ bu 
( j ) ^u 
um nu >- b*bu 
rjy^m u*<j) u*$u 
m u*um ^ u*nu u*b*bu 
b^b* 
w H w* 
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Now (6, displays a Kleisli object so ^ is an isomorphism; therefore when u is fully 
faithful and (u, (j)) is strong, the bottom Hne of this calculation is an isomorphism. 
But this is precisely the case considered in 6.6, and it follows that, under these 
conditions, (u, (j)) is itself fully faithful. 
As an example consider the tensors 2 * in 6.5 above, which were constructed 
by taking the KleisH construction for a monad (i^ ) on A ® A. For any 1-cell 
j : A—yB, the canonical 1-cell 1*A—>1*B that it induces may be described 
in terms of a monad morphism. This consists of a 1-cell (o j ) • ^ — > B @ B and 
the isomorphism: 
i 
0 j ) 
Now suppose that j is a fully faithful map, then so is (o i ) (since its right adjoint 
is Jl ^ with unit n^))' conditions of the last paragraph apply and 
therefore 2 * j is fully faithful. 
6.8 . Proposition. In the bicategory A4* of maps in a finitary cosmos A4, the 
pseudopushout 
. f 
/ • 
J flA f j o U f l B o w 
lo J) ^Aj u - l l B 1B A 
B 
C 
h 
k D 
exists if f is fully faithful and is preserved by the inclusion A4*—>A4 moreover, k 
is fully faithful. 
Proof First form B ® C and consider the matrix 
/ 
m = 
\ 
lB + fg*gr fg* 
gf* ic . 
representing an endo 1-cell on 5 ® C. We define a candidate identity 2-cell, for a 
monad with underlying 1-cell m, as a matrix 
( 
V = 
Co •fa' 
l i e . \ 
IB 0 
0 Ic, 
flB + fg'gr fg*' 
gf* ic, 
where Cq : I s Ig -f- fg*gf* is the canonical coprojection, and 0 ^ h: X 
denotes the unique 2-cell into h from the initial object of A4{X^Y). To construct a 
multiphcation 2-cell for this monad, first notice that (traditional) matrix composi-
tion gives 
fiB + fg'gf* fg*\' _ A b + ^•fg^gr + fg^grfg^gf 2.fg* + fg*gf*fg*\ 
gf* h '^•gf* + gf*fg*gf* ic + gf*fg* 
where 
r f h ^ h + h + • • • h 
n terms 
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for n G N and any 1-cell h e M. We provide a multiplication fi: m'^ m "compo-
nentwise", by suplying a 2-cell between each pair of corresponding matrix entries. 
These can be constructed by combining various fold maps V: n • h h and the 
composite 
grfg' ^ h 
(for which we need the assumption that / is fully faithful). For instance the first 
component is induced, via the universal property of lB + ^*f9*9f* + f 9 * 9 f * f 9 * 9 f * , 
by the 2-cells 
1 , 
Co 
3 • f 9 * 9 r 
V 
f9*9rf9*gr 
f9*i9r 
^f9*9r— 
-^f9*9r— 
Cl 
Ci 
iB + f9*9r, 
where Cq and Cj are the canonical coprojections associated with 1b + fg*gf*- The 
remaining components are defined as variations on this theme so we leave these 
details, along with the verification that (m,/i,i/) is a monad, up to the reader. 
Consider the m-algebras into X. A 1-cell a: B ® C—>X is determined by a row 
vector (6, c) of 1-cells 6: B — ^ X and c: C — ^ X . Matrix multiplication gives 
am iB + fg^gf* fg*^ 
gf ic 
c) 
so a 2-cell a: am a is determined by giving 2-cells: 
ao:b=>b : hfg*gf* ^h : cgf* h 
<^ 3 • ^fg* c 0:4 : c c 
Unraveling the definition of 77, we see that the unit condition on (a, a ) reduces to 
the stipulation that Qq = U and = Ic. Compatibility with // reduces to the 
commutativity of the following three diagrams: 
bfg*gf 
n!r,n f 
(13) (i) 
hfg*gng*gf 
(iii) bfg*gT]fg*gf* 
bfg*gg*gr -
cgffg* 
(ii) cgT]fg* 
egg 
c^ifg^gf* 
bfg* 
ocz 
C£c 
hrgr 
ax 
bfg^gf Qi 
The first of these eliminates o-i, so substitute for a i in (13)(iii) and simphfy (by 
applying triangle identities and (13)(ii)). A little effort reveals that the commuta-
tivity of our pentagon, in the presence of the first two conditions, corresponds to 
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the commutativity of: 
(14) 
hfg^gr^^^cgr 
bfvj* 
h f r 
02 
be / 
Now 0-2 and 03 correspond, under the adjunctions / H /* and g H g*^ to 2-cells 
6l2-. eg ^ bf and 0:3: 6 / eg respectively. Finally, by applying triangle identities, 
we may demonstrate that our remaining conditions (13)(ii) and (14) correspond to 
the identities = U/ , = c^g- Following the action of this construction 
on 2-cells, a process we leave up to the reader, it should be clear that we have 
constructed an equivalence: 
- ^ M i B . X ) X MiC,X) 
M{A,X) 
By assumption there is a Kleisli object D, presented by an m-algebra (r,?/>), and let 
(/i, k^cj): hf = kg) be the corresponding cocone under (fig), then we have a diagram 
M{D,X) 
M{B,X) X M(C,X) 
M(A,X) 
where the diagonals are induced by (r, ip) and (h, k, (j)) respectively. So the right hand 
diagonal is an equivalence as well, which means that (/i,A;,</!>) is the pseudopushout 
of / along r^ in and consequently in Ai* (since factoring through the Kleish 
object D respects maps), as required. 
It is now easy to see that k is fully faithful, the monad m is isomorphic to that 
associated with r H r*, but r*r = fcj = {k*hk*k)- ^^^ compatibihty of 
the isomorphism (2° J^) : ( ' " V r ' ^ ' / / J ) = { i : ' , with the units rj and ("0" ° ) 
implies that rjk = O3, which is invertible. • 
6.9. Theorem. A map e: A — i s Cauchy dense iff, for all fully faithful maps 
j : X — a l l maps u: A—'fX, v: B—>Y, and all invertible 2-cells t : ju = ve, 
there exists a map w: B—^X and an invertible 2-cell v. jw = v. 
Proof. The map j is fully faithful, so we can form a composite isomorphism 
T]jU 
A = u 
3*T 
rsj 
•J JU •J ve 
which we use to make u into an m-algebra, where m is the monad associated with 
e, by supplementing it with a 2-cell: 
Ae*e 
a = ue e •j*vee*e• 
j'veeC A 
-1 
'J ve- •u 
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But e is Cauchy dense, which means that (e,eee) presents B as the KleisH object of 
m, therefore there is an essentially unique 1-cell w: B >X such that w{e,£ee) = 
( u , a ) . Furthermore KleisH objects in A4 respect maps so ly is a map since u is. 
Notice that a is defined to ensure that the 2-cell t: ju = ve gives an isomorphism 
of m-algebras (into Y) between j{u,a) = (ju^ja) and v{e,£ee) = {ve^vEec). It 
follows that jw{e,£ee) = j{u,a) = t>(e, egc), or in other words the maps jw and v 
are obtained by factoring the same m-algebra through the limiting algebra (e,£ee), 
so the essential uniqueness of such factorings implies that jw = u as required. 
Consider the condition on e in the statement of the theorem. From the fact 
that j is fully faithful we can infer more about the induced map w: B—^Y. For 
instance, if w': B—>Y is another map along with an isomorphism u': jw' = f , then 
the composite 
w • 
VjW j'u 
rs^ • Ik • ^^ 
—= JW 
Vj 
'J V- •J JW -W 
demonstrates that w = w'. Reasoning similarly, the composite 
Tjjwe j*ue j'r Vj 
we • •J jwe- •J ve- 'J ju- •u 
provides an isomorphism we = u, which satisfies the pasting identity: 
e ^ A e B A- B 
u 
i / 
— / 
r V u w/ 
/ ^ 
V 
X Y X 
J 
Y 
So suppose that e is a map satisfying the condition in the statement of this 
theorem. We know that there is a factorisation e = ju, with j : C ^B fully faithful 
and u: A—Cauchy dense, so setting u = we may "fill the diagonal" to get a 
map w: B—and isomorphisms v •. jw ^ i'- we u. But the composite 
r i j k j 
wj 'J jwj 'J'J Ic 
demonstrates that wj = I c , so j is an equivalence with inverse w. Therefore e, 
as a composite of this equivalence and the Cauchy dense map u, is itself Cauchy 
dense. • 
6 . 1 0 . Proposition 6.8 gives examples of pseudopushouts of maps which exist in any 
finitary cosmos, but in order to get all such pseudopushouts we need to adopt extra 
assumptions. An example of a finitary cosmos without pseudopushouts of maps is 
the bicategory of categories and profunctors internal to any elementary topos which 
lacks a natural numbers object. 
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6.11. If r : A—>A is an endo-l-cell on A then an r-algehra into X, ( c ,^) , consists 
of a 1-cell a: A—^X and a 2-cell 6: ar a. A morphism {a, 6) {a\0') of 
r-algebras into A^  consists of a 2-cell a a' such that ( • 9 = 6' • (r. For each X 
we get a category Alg(A^)(r, A )^ of r-algebras into A ,^ and their morphisms. 
An algebraically free monad on an endo-arrow r : A—>A is a monad m on A and 
a 2-cell X: r => m such that, for each 0-cell A , the functor 
^ - A l g ( A ^ ) ( r , A ) 
(a, a ) I J- (a, a • aX) 
C ' ^ 
(a', a') I (a', a ' • a'X) 
(15) 
is an isomorphism. This condition is not really as strong as it might seem, if A is an 
equivalence it is easily demonstrated that it must necessarily be an isomorphism. 
We define an iterative cosmos to be a finitary cosmos in which each endo-1-cells 
has an algebraically free monad upon it. 
6 .12. In a finitary cosmos, the algebraically free monad m upon an endo-l-cell 
r : A—> A is also free, in the sense that if n is another monad on A, and r ^ n is 
any 2-cell, then there is a unique monad morphism (j): m n with (f) • X = 
To prove this, first fix algebras (0,0:), presenting K as a Kleisli object for m, and 
(6, presenting L as a Kleisli object for n. Then (6, /? • 6^) is an r-algebra, so there 
is an m-algebra (6 ,7) such that 7 • 6A = /? • and, since ( 0 , 0 ) is Kleisli, there is 
an (essentially unique) map c: K—>L such that c[a,a) = (6 ,7). But the adjoint 
transposes of a: am ^a, /3: bn^b provide us with isomorphisms m = a*a, n = b*b, 
so define (j) to be the composite: 
~ a*rjra ~ ~ 
m =—^ a* a ^ a*c*ca = ^ b*b = ^ n 
We leave it up to the reader to check that this is indeed a monad morphism, and 
the unique such with ^ = </> • A. 
6 .13. An endo-l-cell r : A—together with a 2-cell p: r is called a pointed 
endo-l-cell on A. An (r,/?)-algebra into A is an r-algebra {a,0) into A satisfying 
6 • ap = la, and there is a category Alg(A^)((r,/o), A )^ of (r,/>)-algebras into X. We 
say that a monad m on A is the algebraically free monad on (r, p) if there is a 2-cell 
A: r m, with X • p = t], such that the obvious functor 
M{A, ^^  Alg(>f )((r, p),X) 
is an isomorphism for each 0-cell A . In a finitary cosmos A4 it is again true that an 
algebraically free monad on a pointed endo-l-cell is free in the usual sense. 
If a pointed endo-l-cell (r,/o) satisfies the extra condition rp = pr then it is called 
well pointed {ci. [10]). 
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6.14. Remark. Suppose that and {n,K,T) are monads on A G M , and 
the 2-cells (t>oA\'- n^m axe monad morphisms (that is, they are compatible with the 
unit and multiplication of n and m). Form their coequaliser m < in A4{A, A), 
then the compatibihty of ^q, (f>i with the multipHcations of n and m ensures that 
we get a serially commutative diagram: 
The preservation of such local coequalisers by composition in M. ensures that the 
top line of this diagram is a coequaliser, thus the existence of the induced (dashed) 
2-cell <j. This, along with a unit j^-rj: lA^t, makes t into a monad, and (3 becomes 
a morphism of monads (m, ^,7]) {t,cr, ^ • rj). In fact t is the coequaUser of (po, (f>i 
in the category of monads on A. 
Given any morphism of monads n m, we get a functor 
M(A, 
(a, a) I ^ (a, a • a(f>) 
for each 0-cell X . An important property of the coequahser constructed in the last 
paragraph is that the diagram 
<f>i 
is a strict (2-categorical) equahser of categories, for each X. This follows directly 
from the assumption that local coequalisers are preserved by composition in M 
6 . 1 5 . P r o p o s i t i o n . For a finitary cosmos M the following are equivalent: 
(a) each endo-l-cell r admits a algebraically free monad thereon; 
(b) each pointed endo-l-cell (r , p) admits an algebraically free monad thereon; 
(c) each well-pointed endo-l-cell {r, p) admits an algebraically free monad thereon. 
Proof. (a)=^(c) Suppose that (r, p) is a well-pointed endo-l-cell on A (as in (c)), 
then (a) ensures that we may form an algebraically free monad m upon the endo-
l-cell r, presented by a 2-cell A: r m. Also let denote the algebraically free 
monad on the identity U , as presented by i/: 1a- Now m has two points, its 
unit T]: 1a => rn and the composite \ • p: 1a rn, so the freeness property of 1^, 
as given in 6.12, implies that we get unique monad morphisms </>o, 4>i: m with 
(j)Q. 1/ = T}., (i)\ - u = \ - p. Taking the coequaliser of c^ o and <j)i we get a monad (i, cr, C) 
and a map • A: r =4> t, cf. 6.14. 
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Now we form a serially commutative diagram 
Fo 
A l g ( > f ) ( ( r , P \ X ) " ; X ) 
F , 
in which the upper hne is the strict equaliser from diagram (16). To calculate the 
actions of FQ, FI we use the defining equations FjA = i>(j)i = (piv, along with the fact 
that an isomorphism, ^ e equalities that we used to define (?i>o and imply 
that (f)oi' = fj and (l)iv — X • p, but if (a ,a) is an m-algebra then a • ar/ = !„ so 
7/(a,a) = (a, IQ,), also X- p{a,a) = (a, (a • aX) • ap). Now if is an r-algebra, 
there is a unique m-algebra (a, Of) with 9 = a • aA, and we get: 
Fi{a,e) = F-^X(a,a) = {a, {a • aX) • ap) 
= • ap) 
The functor $ - X provides us with an isomorphism between and 
the strict equahser of Fq and Fi, but our descriptions of these functors reveal that 
this is the full subcategory of r-algebras {a,a) with = a • aA, or in other words 
the category of (r, /9)-algebras. This is precisely what is needed to prove that /? • A 
presents t as the algebraically free monad on the (well-)pointed endo-l-cell {r,p), 
cf. 6.13. 
(c)=^(b) Let {r,p) be a pointed endo-l-cell on A. Form the cone on r 
A r 
as in 6.5, and let j: vr w be the coequahser of the two 2-cells ur vr given by: 
upr 
cor 
ur urr »~vs 
urp 
Now we define t: {r,A) —^ A), via the universal property of (r, yi), to be the 
essentially unique 1-cell with isomorphisms 0: tv = w, (f): tu = v such that 7 • r^ = 
6 • tco. This has a point r : => i defined, (again) via the universal property of 
{r, A), hy 6 • VT = J • vp and (j> • ur = uj • up. One easily sees that tr = rt, and the 
category of r)-algebras into X is equivalent to that of (r,/?)-algebras into X. So 
an algebraically free monad on (^,r) gives one on {r,p). Compare with [10]; §17.1, 
p.50. 
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(b)=^(a) If r : A — t h e n i = 1^ + r : A—^A becomes pointed by the coprojection 
T : =4- moreover, the category of r-algebras into X is equivalent to that of (t, r)-
algebras into X. So an algebraically free monad on (t,T) gives one on r. • 
6.16. The axioms for an iterative cosmos are chosen to be finitary, but if we 
are willing to allow ourselves some countable local colimits we may construct alge-
braically free monads in a straightforward manner. For instance if A4 has countable 
local coproducts (which, as usual, are assumed to be preserved by composition) 
then the algebraically free monad on an endo-l-cell r : A—^A can be constructed 
as 
An application of the last proposition is to showing that weaker infinitary assump-
tions suffice to ensure that a finitary cosmos is iterative. Suppose that A4 has local 
colimits indexed by the ordered set of natural numbers, then the algebraically free 
monad on any well-pointed endo-l-cell (r, p) can be obtained by taking the colimit 
of the chain: 
1. 
rp o r'^p r^p r'^p 
But Proposition 6.15 ensures that, in establishing that A4 is iterative, we need only 
check that well-pointed endo-l-cells have free monads. 
There are, of course, many finitary cosmoi which are iterative without satisfying 
any infinitary conditions. For instance, by arguing along the lines of [8]; §6.4, we 
see that the finitary cosmos Prof(£^), of categories and profunctors internal to any 
elementary topos S with natural numbers object, is iterative. 
6.17. Proposition. A finitary cosmos M. is iterative iff the associated bicategory 
of maps A4* has pseudopushouts, and they are preserved by the inclusion M*— 
Proof. Let r be an endo-l-cell on A. First form the cone on r 
A ^ ^A 
then take the pseudopushout 
A © A-
h 
A 
r 
k 
in M*, which is also a pseudopushout in M (since A4*—>A4 preserves pseudopush-
outs). So the category M{P,X) is equivalent to a category whose objects are pairs 
(p, r ) where p: {r,A) —^X is a 1-cell and t: pu = pv invertible 2-cell. In turn, 
by using the universal property of the cone {r,A), we see that this latter category 
is equivalent to the category of r-algebras into X . 
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In 6.5 it was noted that {u,v): A ® A—> {r,A) is Cauchy dense, that is to say 
liberal in but any pseudopushout of a liberal is again liberal, so k is Cauchy 
dense as well. Now 6.3 shows that if m is the monad associated with A; H /:*, 
then {k,£kk) presents P as the Kleisli object of m. So, composing the consequent 
equivalence M{A, ~ M{P,X) with M{P,X) ~ A\g{M){r,X) from the 
last paragraph, we get an equivalence which is easily shown to be induced by the 
obvious 2-cell A: r m. This is precisely what is required to prove that m is the 
algebraically free monad on r. 
To construct the pseudopushout of the pair of maps / : A — > B , g : A — > 0 ] we 
first form the coproduct jB ® C, and consider the endo-l-cell r upon it, determined 
by the matrix 
,9f I c 
r = 
Vi 
which has an obvious point: 
P = l i . 
\ fl/* 
1B 
0 
0 
I c / 
I s 
gr 
fg* 
ic 
By assumption, and Proposition 6.15, there is a monad (m, //, //) and a 2-cell A: r=^m 
(with X • p = T]) displaying m as the algebraically free monad on (r,/?). Using the 
universal property of B@C, it is easily shown that the category of (r, /))-algebras into 
X is equivalent to a category with objects consisting of a pair of 1-cells 6: B — f X ^ 
c: C and an action O: {h c)r {h c) compatible with the point p. But 
(6 c)r = (6 -f cgf* hfg* -f c), so 6 corresponds to a family of 2-cells 
eo:b=^b e^-.c^c 62: cgf* ^h 63-. bfg* c 
and compatibihty with the point p corresponds to saying that 6q — U and = Ic-
So the category of m-algebras, which is isomorphic to the category of (r, /9)-algebras, 
is equivalent to a category of pairs (6 c) equipped with 2-cells 62 : cg=^bf, 63 : bf=^cg 
(these correspond to 62, O3 under the adjunctions / H / * , g H g*). Somehow we must 
take a quotient of m, thereby imposing conditions ensuring that 62 and 6z are mutual 
inverses. 
To this end, consider the endo-l-cell r^ = {^^t l f r^ ' i c + g f s g ' ) ^^^ ^^^ 
matrix: 
i r 0 \ 
0 gg*) 
r^, given by matrices ('^ l® ) (^  = 0,1), 
s — 
There are two canonical 2-cells V'l: ^ 
the first with non-trivial components 
^00 = / / ' 
= gg* 
and the second with: 
f f -
^11= gg*-
Ib 
Ic 
Co 
Co 
1B + fg*gr 
ic + grig* 
fvj' 
gvfg 
•fg*gr 
•grfg' 
Cl 
Cl 
iB-^fg'gr 
ic+grfg* 
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Let {n,K,T) be the algebraically free monad on s, displayed by a 2-cell u: s n. 
By composing ipo, with the 2-cell • A^: r^ m, then applying the freeness 
property of n described in 6.12, we get monad morphisms <l>o,<^>i- n m such that 
4>o • u — fi • X'^  • xpo and (l>i • v = fi • X"^  • ij)^ . 
Now, following Remark 6.14, we take the coequaliser of ^o, <j)o thereby obtaining 
a new monad t and a serially commutative diagram 
R <f>o 
M { A , ^ M { A , : M ( A , 
A u <f>i 
Fq 
AlgiM){{r, p),X) AO 
F, 
in which the upper hne is the strict equaliser from diagram (16). To work out the 
action of Fq (resp. F-i) on (r, /9)-algebras, consider the action of i>(j)i = FiX (z = 0,1) 
on an m-algebra (a, a) : 
U(l>i{a,a) = {a,a- • u)) 
= { a , a • a{fi • X^  • ipi)) definition of (j)i 
= {a,a • am • aX^ • aipi) (a, a) is an m-algebra 
= ( a , a • ( a • aX)m • arX • atpi) 
= {a, (a • aA) • {a • aX)r • a'tpi) middle four interchange. 
But X{a,a) = {a,a • aA), and A is an isomorphism, so for each (r,/9)-algebra {a, 6) 
there exists an m-algebra (a, a) with 6 = a- aA, and therefore Fi{a, 9) — a ) = 
(a, (a • aA) • (a • aA)r • a^',) = {a,6 • 9r • atpi). It follows that the functor X^ identi-
fies with the full subcategory of Alg(>l)( (r , /?) , X ) , on those {r, p)-
algebras (a, 6) with 6 • 9r • atpo = 9 • 9r • a^i. 
Recall that we have already re-expressed the category Alg(A^)((r,/>), X ) (up to 
equivalence) by using the universal property of B®C. For a pair of 1-cells b: B—>X, 
c: C—^X we have 
{ b e y ^ (6 c) + fg*9r ^ 
ic-\-9rf9\ 
= {b+ hfg*gr + 2 • c ^ / * 2 . hfg* + c + cgPfg*) 
and the 2-cell 6 • 9r =: {b c)r^ {b c) may be given in terms of six components: 
•h b f g ^ g r - i ^ c g r ^ ^ b 
2 . cgr cgf* b 2 . bfg* bfg* c 
C9f J9 ^bfg ^c c 
c 
Similarly {b c)s = {bff* egg*), so an s-algebra structure on (6 c) consists of a pair 
of 2-cells bf f* b, egg* e. Finally, putting all this together with the definitions 
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of V'o and tpi, we see that the equation 6 • Or • a^/'o = 0 • 6r • ai/^i reduces to the 
commutativity of diagrams: 
bf9*gr 
bfvj* 
bfr-
hgf* 
•cgf 
hsi 
cgFfg* 
cgrjfg' 
02fg' 
hfg* 
03 
egg CCc 
Compare these with conditions (13)(ii) and (14) in (the proof of) Proposition 6.8. 
The rest is identical to that proof, our conditions correspond to the identities 62O3 = 
1 and 6362 = 1, and we get an equivalence 
- ^M(B,X) X M{C,X) 
M(A,X) 
from which we infer that the Kleisli object of the monad t provides us with a 
pseudopushout of / along g. • 
Finally we come to the principal result of this section: 
6.18. Theorem. If M. is an iterative cosmos then M* is a modulated bicategory. 
Proof. In showing that M* is modulated we must first show that is faithfully 
conservational (cf. definitions 2.18, 2.25). Recall the comments in 6.5; tensors with 
2 and terminal objects are both examples of collages, so M possesses these. But 
collages respect maps so these are also the corresponding colimits in A4*. Proposi-
tion 6.17 provides M* with pseudopushouts, which are also preserved by M*— 
so Theorem 1.14 implies that M* has all finite colimits and that they are preserved 
by the inclusion M * — > M . This serves to establish 2.18(i). 
The truth of the remaining conditions hinge on identifying the classes of liberals 
and strong conservatives in M*. Following 2.3 we know that a map e: A >B is 
liberal iff the following square is a pseudopushout in A^*. 
2 * A- V 
2 * e 
2 * jB V 
•A 
B 
But all finite cohmits are preserved by M * — s o this diagram is mapped to the 
corresponding one in M^ and this is a pseudpushout in M. iff it is so in M*. In 
other words the hberal 1-cells in M * are precisely those maps which are liberal as 
1-cells in M ] these are in turn exactly the Cauchy dense maps (by 6.3). 
We know that Ai* has tensors with 2, so for a map to be strong conservative 
it need only satisfy (the appropriate dual of) of the "fill in" property of 2.13, with 
respect to the Cauchy dense maps. Theorem 6.9, and comments contained in its 
proof, demonstrate that fully faithful maps are certainly strong conservatives, but 
suppose conversely that / : A—>B is a strong conservative map. We know that it 
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factors as r : / = j e with e: A—>B Cauchy dense and j : B—fully faithful, so 
the diagonal "fill in" property, for / relative to e, gives w, ( and y in: 
A B 
T 
j = U 
A- C 
f ^ f 
But j is fully faithful, so we have the composite isomorphism 
Tjjew 
ew • 
j*T ^w 
•J jew- 3*fw 
J'l' 
-1 
•J J 
C^  . 1 
which, along with establishes that w is an equivalence inverse to e. Since / is a 
composite of a fully faithful map and an equivalence, it is itself fully faithful. Our 
factorisation of maps, into a fully faithful following a Cauchy dense, now becomes 
that satisfying axiom 2.18(iv). 
Proposition 6.8, which constructed pseudopushouts of fully faithful maps, shows 
that axiom 2.18(ii) holds; meanwhile 6.7 demonstrates that if j is fully faithful so 
is 2 * j , as required by 2.18(iii). Cauchy dense maps are clearly faithful 1-cells in 
which completes the verification that this bicategory is faithfully conserva-
tional. 
All that remains for us is to check the modulation axioms of 5.2. The first is 
easy, since the cocomma object of a pair of maps / : A—>B and g : A—>C may be 
constructed as the collage of the 1-cell gf*: B—and we observed in 6.5 that 
the coprojections into such a collage are fully faithful. 
Finally we verify 5.2(vi), let a = (oi a2 03): Ai ® A2 ® A3—>X be Cauchy 
dense and ji{ei2 613) = (02 03), j2{e2i 623) ^ (oi 03) and j3{e3i 632) = (ai 02) 
be the required factorisations into fully faithful maps following Cauchy dense ones. 
Suppose now that / : X — ^ K is a map such that f j m is fully faithful for m = 1,2,3. 
Since a is Cauchy dense, the map / is determined by the a*a-algebra structure 
on f a = ( / o i fa2 f a s ) : ® A2 0 A3—>K which has adjoint transpose (under 
fa H a*f*) given by the 3 x 3 matrix: 
(alvfa,)^^^: (a^a,) . (a^/ 
For each pair 1 < k,l < 3 pick 1 < m < 3 with m A:, /; then a/ = jm^ml and 
= ^mkJm so it follows that alrjfa, is invertible iff is. Of course 
both jm and f j m (which has unit j^V/Jm • Vjm) ^^^ ^^ l^ Y faithful, by assumption, so 
JmVfjm is an isomorphism. In summary each component of our matrix is invertible, 
implying that the 2-cell it represents is also invertible, and therefore we can apply 
6.6 to infer that / itself is fully faithful. • 
6 .19. Of particular interest is the special case wherein we restrict our bicategories 
to be locally ordered^ meaning that each homcategory is a partially ordered set 
(which we consider to be a category in the usual way). A bicategory Ti. is called 
idyllic when it is modulated, locally ordered and each hberal arrow is pseudoepic. 
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Of course we should provide examples of idyllic bicategories; to fill in the details 
of the following construction we refer the reader to [6]. Let £ be a regular category, 
there is a bicategory Idl(£') whose objects are the (partially) ordered objects in S, 
whose arrows are ideals, and whose local ordering is by "inclusion" of ideals. The 
composite of two ideals is tha t customary for relations. We also have a locally 
ordered bicategory Ord(£r) with the same objects, but with arrows which are order 
preserving functions, which are themselves ordered "pointwise". Finally, there is 
a canonical homomorphism ( ) . : Ord(£:)—>Idl(£), which acts as the identity on 
objects; the ideal /» has a right adjoint f* for each 1-cell / € Ord(£'). 
If S is an elementary topos with natural numbers object then it is easily demon-
strated tha t Idl(£) is an iterative cosmos. The finite colimits of S provide local finite 
colimits and global finite bicategorical coproducts. A monad R on the ordered ob-
ject {A^ < ) is precisely a transitive relation on A containing < . So (A, R) is a 0-cell 
of Idl(£) and the identity on A is an order preserving function {A^ < ) i?); the 
associated adjunction of ideals presents (A, R) as the Kleisli object of 1. Finally 
the algebraically free monad upon an endo-ideal I on (A, < ) is simply the smallest 
transitive relation on A containing both < and 7, which may be constructed by 
recursion as in [8] Section 6.3. 
We now apply Theorem 6.18 and thereby infer tha t the category of maps Idl(£^)* 
is a modulated bicategory. Since Idl(£^) is locally ordered the Cauchy dense maps 
in I d l ( f ) , which are the hberal arrows of Idl(£^)*, are precisely those with counit an 
equality. So these are split epics in Id^i"), which implies that they are pseudoepic, 
bo th in there and in Idl(£r)*. This completes the proof that Idl(£^)* is idylhc. 
Infact, Ord(£:) is also idylhc with DFib(Ord(£:)°P)''°°P = Idl(^). However (see [6; 
Corollary 4), we have Ord(£r) = Idl(£^)* iff £ satisfies the axiom of choice. 
6.20. Theorem 6.18 allows us to apply the constructions of previous sections to 
M* for any iterative cosmos M. In fact [22], which deals specifically with enriched 
categories, and [19], which concerns a generahsation to a cosmos-hke setting, show 
t h a t the bicategory DFib(A^*) is canonically equivalent to the dual The 
novelty in our approach is the introduction of a factorisation system, with which to 
make sense of the composition of discrete fibrations. Earlier work used equinverters 
for this task, not altogether successfully. 
Following the work of the last section we might hke to prove a converse to the last 
theorem. In other words, starting with a comodulated bicategory K. we ask ourselves 
the question "is DFib(/C)"'°^ an iterative cosmos?" Our work has already made a 
step in this direction, by estabhshing tha t DFib(/C)^°°^ has local finite colimits and 
collages of 1-cells. It seems unlikely however tha t the answer to our question will be 
in the affirmative, with the principal task becoming that of adding axioms on AC to 
force the existence of free monads and more general collages in 
A related question, which we have not discussed here, is tha t of determining the 
bicategory of maps in DFib(A^). Ideally we would like this to be fC itself, which it 
certainly contains, but again we may need fur ther axioms to force equality. 
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